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About LAP – The Linguistic Association of Pakistan 

 

In 1988, the then faculty members of English Department at Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan, after 
their utmost efforts, succeeded in establishing the Linguistic Association of Pakistan (LAP). The purpose 
was to convene the linguists and language scholars from all over the country on a single platform and 
promote the scientific study of the indigenous and international languages. A journal named Pakistan 
Journal of Language, was also launched. Due to some financial and managerial problems, the LAP 
remained dormant from year 2007 to 2013.  

In 2014, enthusiastic linguists from around the country decided to revive the association and set out to hold 
annual international conferences at reputed institutions of Pakistan. The 1st International Conference of 
LAP (ICLAP) was hosted by the English Department at Kinnaird College for Women in Lahore in 2015 
and the 2nd ICLAP was held in 2016 again in Lahore at the Institute of Languages, University of the Punjab. 
In 2017, the Humanities Department of NED University of Engineering and Technology in Karachi hosted 
the 3rd ICLAP and in 2018 Department of English, Fatima Jinnah Women University hosted the 4th ICLAP 
in Rawalpindi. The Higher Education Commission of Pakistan has been kind enough to provide a major 
chunk of funding for organizing the first four editions of the ICLAP conference. The 5th ICLAP was hosted 
by the Department of Applied Linguistics at Government College University Faisalabad in 2019 with the 
kind sponsorship of the Punjab Higher Education Department. This year the 6th ICLAP is being held online 
due to Covid-19. The ICLAP has become the only platform of its kind where the traditional language 
scholars and modern linguists and humanists of the country come close to each other to learn and benefit 
from each other’s work, knowledge, expertise and experience. 

One of the major objectives of the LAP is to collaborate with the academic institutions and national and 
international linguistic organizations in developing linguistic resources, organizing events and publishing 
linguistic research. By convening scholars and researchers of language and linguistics at a single platform, 
the LAP will not only smooth the way for establishing a strong research culture in Pakistan. Additionally, 
LAP encourages highly skillful and motivated linguists of Pakistan to work on language documentation 
projects so that undocumented languages of Pakistan may be described scientifically and preserved which 
are rich with a treasure of centuries old culture and civilization of its speakers. This wealth of languages 
which are lying unearthed in the country can be discovered with help of computer-based tools and well-
trained researchers available in the country. 

LAP aims to work on all these and other similar issues for setting strong research trends in Pakistan. To 
keep the linguistic community of Pakistan updated about developments in language in the country and to 
train the budding scholars in the field of linguistics and to publish the research work of the established 
scholars the association is planning to publish its newsletter, initiate a summer school in linguistics and 
launch a research journal in the coming days. 
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Message from the LAP president 

 

It is the first time that this-year ICLAP is being held fully virtually to avoid the possible spread of 
Covid-19. The pandemic no doubt has perturbed each and every walk of life. It has moved people 
to explore the alternate ways of convening the communities and sharing ideas and research. It was 
just a challenge to organize the online event at the platform of the Linguistic Association of 
Pakistan which the organizing committee dared to accept and committed to meet it in the best 
possible way. Apart from the general participants and authors who strived to experience ICLAP 
2020 from submission to registration to participation/presentation in online mode, the organizers 
also have faced many difficulties and learnt a lot in the whole process of managing the event. 

The LAP has thus reached another milestone by making the 6th edition of ICLAP possible in the 
time of the pandemic and has been successful in maintaining the regular holding of the event on 
annual basis. I am very grateful to the organizing committee of ICLAP 2020 for their utmost hard 
work, international speakers for accepting the invitations to deliver their scholarly talks, national 
scholars for their commitment to make panel discussions, resource persons for their resolve to 
conduct workshops and authors and audience for their interest and motivation to participate in the 
event. I wish you all a very good time during the conference and hope we all would enjoy and 
learn a great deal from the research work, contents and ideas presented and delivered in the 
conference.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 Dr. Ghulam Raza 

President Linguistic Association of Pakistan 
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Program — ICLAP 2020 
6th International Conference of the Linguistic Association of Pakistan to be held online 

19—21 November 2020 
(Pakistan Standard Time has been mentioned in all slots) 

 

1st Day, 19 November 2020, Thursday 
9:00 — 9:15  Warmup 
 Inaugural ceremony (Moderator: Dr. Mutee U Rahman) 
9:15 — 9:20 Recitation from the Holy Quran 
9:20 — 9:25 National Anthem of Pakistan 
9:25 — 9:35 Welcome Note: Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan, Convener ICLAP 2020 
9:35 — 9:45 Address: Dr. Ghulam Raza, President, Linguistic Association of Pakistan (LAP) 
9:45 — 10:15 Parallel Discussion Sessions I 
10:30 —11:00 Parallel Discussion Sessions II 
11:15 —11:45 Parallel Discussion Sessions III 
12:00 —12:30 Parallel Discussion Sessions IV 
 Plenary Session I (Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz) 
14:00 — 15:00 Dr. Macier, University of Kraków, Poland 

Style Variation: From Authorship Attribution to Language Change 
15:00 — 16:00 Prof. Dr. Christian Mair, University of Freiburg, Germany 

Variability and change in the global 'English Language Complex': new facts, new 
corpora, new concepts 

16:15 — 16:45 Parallel Discussion Sessions V 
 Workshop I (Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz) 
19:00 — 20:00 Dr. Qandeel Hussain, University of Toronto, Canada  

Quantitative and experimental phonetics: Resources and tools 

2nd Day, 20 November 2020, Friday 
9:00 — 9:30 Parallel Discussion Sessions VI 
9:45 — 10:15 Parallel Discussion Sessions VII 
10:30 — 11:00 Parallel Discussion Sessions VIII 
11:15 — 11:45 Parallel Discussion Sessions IX 
12:00 — 12:30 Parallel Discussion Sessions X 
 Plenary Session II (Moderator: Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan) 
14:00 — 15:00 Prof. Dr. Claus Peter Zoller, University of Oslo, Norway  

Some reflections on Indo-Iranian and the linguistic history and prehistory of northern 
South Asia 

 Panel Discussion I (Moderator: Mr. Zubair Torwali) 
15:15 – 17:00 Panelists: Mr. Muhammad Zaman Sagar (FLI), Mr. Aftab Ahmad (IBT, Bahrain, 

Swat), Mr. Saeed Zubair (IAL, Karachi), Mr. Gul Muhammad (Director Indus 
Kohistani MLE), Mr. Farid Ahmad Raza (Director Khowar MLE) 
Theme: Mother Tongue curriculum and teaching in a multilingual context: 
opportunities and challenges 

 Plenary Session III (Moderator: Dr. Ghulam Raza) 
18:45 – 19:45 Prof. Dr. Miriam Butt, University of Konstanz, Germany 

Case in Indo-Aryan: A Historical Perspective 
20:00 – 21:00 Prof. Dr. Douglas Biber, North Arizona University, USA 

Using Multi-Dimensional analysis to explore cross-linguistic universals of register 
variation 
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3rd Day, 21 November 2020, Saturday 
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 Plenary Session IV (Moderator: Dr. Mutee U Rahman) 
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Cognitive Linguistics: from sensory experiences to conceptualization 
 Panel Discussion II (Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Kamal Khan) 
15:15 – 17:00 Panelists: Prof. Dr. Sarmad Hussain (CLE Lahore), Prof. Dr. Sajida Zaki (NED 
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Jamshoro), Prof. Dr. Muhammad Asim Mahmood (GCU Faisalabad), Dr. Maria 
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 Closing  
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Detail of Parallel Discussion Sessions 

 
 
 
 

1st Day, 19 November 2020, Thursday 
 Discussion Session I-A (Language Learning and Teaching) 

Chair/Moderator: Dr. Alia Amir/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

9:45 — 10:15 

The Traumatic Impact of Online Teaching of ELT in Universities of South Punjab 
during COVID-19: The Post Humanist Paradigm for New Pedagogical Practices 
Abdul Rashid 
Improving Students’ English language Skills Through Activity-based Method in 
Punjab Primary Schools 
Dr. Samia Tufail Lone 
Reading Comprehension through Picture-Word Inductive Model for EFL 
Primary Students in Pakistan 
Dr. Azhar Pervaiz and Iram Zulfiqar 
Managing Unwanted behaviors in Large Classroom 
Binod Duwadi 

 Discussion Session I-B (Discourse Analysis) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Lubna Umar/Dr. Ghulam Raza 
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A Discourse Analysis of Email Subject Lines 
Zahida Rizvi, Zanib Asghar and Huma Iqbal 
Ideological and Power Discrepancies in Western and Eastern Selected Political 
discourse at United Nations 
Ammara Aman 
Kashmir Issue: A Comparative Framing Analysis OF English Newspaper 
Editorials 
Javed Iqbal, Hajira Tahir and Dr. Sadia Irshad 
The Truth about Mendacity: A Study of Linguistic Evidence from Impeachment 
Trials 
Saima Mubashra and Dr. Ghazala Kausar 

 Discussion Session II-A (Language Learning and Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: ¬/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

10:30 — 11:00 

The Technological enhanced online Education of English Amid COVID 19:A 
Case Study 
Sana Hussain 
Role of Motivation in Second Language Learning Process in Adolescents 
Ammara Afzaal and Tabassum Saba 
Comics: An Effective Way of Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Mehr Afroz, Shafaq Shakeel, Shahid Hussain, Javeria Zulfiqar and Sadia 
Yasmeen 
Enhancing English Language Skills through Auto-didacticism Using Technology 
for Learning: An Investigation of Opportunities and Challenges 
Iftikhar Khan and Dr. Sadia Irshad 
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1st Day, 19 November 2020, Thursday 
 Discussion Session II-B (Discourse Analysis) 

Chair/Moderator:  Dr. Ayyaz Qadeer/Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

10:30 — 11:00 

Representation of Women in Pakistani Academic Discourse: A Corpus Based Study 
Sumera Abbas and Zill-E-Huma Khan 
Dirilis Ertugrul: The Asclepion Discourse in Covid 19 Pandemic 
Ghazala Tabbassum 
Legitimization in social media discourse: An Analysis of COVID-19 Rhetoric 
Maryam Arshad 
Discourse of Fear and Sinophobia in the Social Semiotics Representation of the Novel 
Coronavirus by English Newspapers 
Shahzad Nabi 

 Discussion Session III-A (Language Learning and Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: ¬/Dr. Ghulam Raza  

11:15 — 11:45 

Essay Writing and its Problems: A Study of ESL Students at Secondary Level 
Waheed Shahzad, Luqman Shah and Majid Rashid 
A Study to Examine Hidden Curriculum in Primary English Textbooks in Pakistan 
Sumera Ismail 
Difficulties in Online Teaching Evaluation and its Effectiveness in Teacher's 
Perception During Covid-19 
Hajra Ikram Butt and Faiza Asghar Dar 
Language Learners’ Strategies to Enhance Communicative Competence: A Study of 
English Language tertiary Level Learners 
Joza Batool, Farhana Siddique and Dr. Sadia Irshad 

 Discussion Session III-B (Stylistics) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Azhar Pervaiz/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

11:15 — 11:45 

Structural Move Analysis of Book Review Genre: A Proposed Model 
Zubair Ali, Shafaq Shakeel, Tayyaba Saharoof, Shahid Hussain and Anum Karim 
A Textual Analysis through Modern Writing Techniques Used in A Portrait of an 
Artist as a Young Man 
Shanila Aziz 
Use of Suspended Quotations in Kamila Shamsie’s Novel “Burnt Shadows”: A Corpus 
Driven Stylistic Analysis 
Maroof Bashir and Dr. Sajid Ahmad 
Mind-modelling of Characterization in Sara Suleri’s Meatless Days: A Corpus-driven 
Stylistic Analysis 
Muhammad Asif and Muhammad Asghar Malik 

 Discussion Session IV-A (Language Learning and Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Huma Batool/ Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

12:00 — 12:30 

Code-Switching and Students Perceptions in English Classrooms: A Case Study of 
Elementary Level Students 
Mariya Javed and Zakia Aslam 
The Impact of Technology On English Language Learners Under the scenario of 
COVID-19 
Nasim Talib and Muhammad Nadeem Chohan 
“Pedagogical Practices in Terms of Communicative Settings: Teachers’ Perception 
Approach.” 
Ghulam Hafsa 
Effectiveness of Communicative Activities to Promote E.I. in ESL Learners 
Aniqa Rafique and Tayyaba Binte Mehmood 
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1st Day, 19 November 2020, Thursday 
 Discussion Session IV-B (Stylistics) 

Chair/Moderator: Dr. Zia Ullah/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 
 
 
 
 
 

12:00 — 12:30 
 

A Feminist Stylistics Study of Qaisra Shahraz’ “The Holy Woman”  
Muhammad Farhat Abbas 
Transitivity Analysis of Women of Colour’s Oppression (s) in Angelou and 
Durrani’s Autobiographies 
Mahnoor Zahra, Munazzah Rabbani and Dr. Deeba Shahwar 
Textual Metafunction of Private Schools: A Critical Analysis of a TV Talk show 
Muhammad Imran and Ali Haider 
Discourse of Fear: The Global Pandemic and Margaret Atwood’s Speculative 
Fiction 
Ifrah Afzal 

 Discussion Session V-A (Language Learning and Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Ayesha Perveen/Dr. Ghulam Raza 

16:15 — 16:45 

Teaching languages and linguistics during a pandemic: Findings from a global 
survey 
Dr. Michał B. Paradowski, Magdalena Jelińska and Andrzej Jarynowski 
Applying computational Social Network Analysis to second language 
acquisition research 
Andrzej Jarynowski, Magdalena Jelińska and Karolina Czopek, Dr. Michał B. 
Paradowski 
Enhancing English Language Writing Skill through Teaching Synonyms 
Dr. Afsheen Salahuddin 
Culture influence on foreign language learning motivation 
Dr. Charifa Eddahani 
Learning a Second Language: A Vehicle to Another Self 
Muneerah Al Shuhail 

 Discussion Session V-B (Sociolinguistics) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Arshad Ali Khan/Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

16:15 — 16:45 

Quantitative Sociolinguistic Analysis for the Linguistic Profiling of Catalan-
speaking Adolescents 
Roser Giménez García 
A Socio-linguistic Perspective of Kalasha Language  
Shujauddin, Dr. Uzma Anjum and Shafaq Shakeel 
Ana Analysis of Gender Stereotypes Using Role Nouns 
Zainab Ikram Butt and Hajra Ikram Butt 
Hindi Medium: A Sociolinguistic Analysis and Irony 
Dr. Talat Zahir Qamry 
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2nd Day, 20 November 2020, Friday 
 Discussion Session VI-A (Semiotics) 

Chair/Moderator: Dr. Sadia Irshad/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

9:00 — 9:30 

Decrypting the Semiotic Aspects of Emoticons used in Pakistani Social Media  
Aneela Habib 
Portrayal of Modi Using Visual Imagery and Language in the Light of Article 370 
Revocation in Indian-Administered Kashmir 
Sajjad Rasool and Tehmina Farrukh 
Are Language and Thoughts Complementary: Analysis of COVID-19 Memes 
Uzma Abid, Dr. Huma Batool and Ayesha Jan 
Laughter and COVID-19: An analysis of online jokes through GTVH 
Lubna Akhlaq Khan, Aadila Hussain and Khadija Noreen 
Online resources to support Indigenous language teaching: case studies of 
Torwali, North Pakistan and Ngarigu, south eastern Australia 
Mujahid Torwali and Prof. Dr. Jakelin Troy 

 Discussion Session VI-B (Language Learning & Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Alia Amir/Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz 

9:00 — 9:30 

Facilitating Lexical Development for The Deprived Apprentices; Utilizing 
Inquiry-Oriented Approach 
Sidra Shaikh 
Improving Writing Skills Through ‘Think Aloud’ 
Ammara Kalsoom, Hafsa Mumtaz, Shanze Toor and Dr. Huma Batool 
Perceptions of Teachers Regarding Literacy Drive Policy for Teaching and 
Learning of English Language Skills and its Implementational Effectiveness 
Umaira Aleem, Dr. Sadia Irshad and Dr. Muhammad Sheeraz 
Developing Writing Skills of English Language Learners through Journal 
Writing 
Kanwal Fatima 
Understanding the Demand of Argumentative Essay Writing: Functional 
Analysis of Nominal Groups 
Shahbaz Haider and Dr. Ayesha Asghar Gill 

 Discussion Session VII-A (Critical Discourse Analysis) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Ayyaz Qadeer/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

9:45 — 10:15 

The Pulwama Attack: A Critical Discourse Analysis of Indian And Pakistani 
English Newspaper Editorials 
Shabana Kausar, Sania Khan and Dr. Farzana Masroor 
A Critical Discourse Analysis of WHO’s Tweets about COVID-19 and Discourse 
of Fear 
Sadia Rafique and  Syeda Iqra Amjad 
Pakistani Budget FY 2020-2021: A Critical Discourse Analysis of Newspaper 
Headlines 
Muhammad Arshad and Nazish Khan 
“Rabbit Proof Fence” a discourse about Racism in Light of Fairclough’s Model 
Ezzah Khalid, Maryam Sabir and Atifa Binte Zia 
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2nd Day, 20 November 2020, Friday 

 
Discussion Session VII-B (Sociolinguistics & Language Learning) 

Chair/Moderator: Dr. Huma Batool/Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

9:45 — 10:15 

A Socio- Onomastic Study of Nicknaming Among University Students in 
Pakistan 
Nida Khan and Rao Jaleel Ahmed 
Students Perceptions about the Teachers’ Use of Humor in ESL Classroom 
Amina Asghar 
Exploring the Impact of Jigsaw Technique on the Reading and Writing skills of 
EFL College Students in Pakistan 
Iram Zulfiqar and Dr. Azhar Pervaiz 
Sociolect and the Cognitive Development of Youth 
Shumaila Ahmad, Sidra Haroon and Prof. Dr. Mahmood Ahmad Azhar 

   Discussion Session VIII-A (Sociolinguistics) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Ayyaz Qadeer/Dr. Ghulam Raza 

10:30 — 11:00 

A Study of Code-Switching Patterns of Pakistani Punjabi Youth 
Sadaf Fatima 
A Discursive Approach Towards ‘Azadi’ Slogans for Women’s Rights in ‘Aurat 
Azadi March’ 
Dr. Farzana Masroor and Mahwish Shamim 
Critical Discourse Analysis of Gendered Language in Media: An Overview 
Urooj Yahya and Kishwer Nazli 
A comparative study of the linguistic Homophone in Punjabi and English 
Languages 
Saba Rafi, Waheed Shahzad and Haris Kabir 

 Discussion Session VIII-B (Language Learning & Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Saira Maqbool/Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz 

10:30 — 11:00 

Misuse of Punctuation marks in Academic Writing 
Maeeda Aqeel Aqeel Ahmed, Anum Karim and Dr. Tehseen Zahra 
Vocabulary Learning Strategies of ESL Learners: A Case Study of Undergraduate 
Students 
Amir Hamza and Dr. Raza E Mustafa 
Causes of Mass Failure in English Language at College Level: A Qualitative 
Study 
Umar Farooq Akram, Sadia Shakir and Kiran Fatima 
Teachers’ Perceptions on Integration of Technology in Communication Skills 
Zanib Asghar, Syeda Zahida Rizvi and Huma Iqbal 
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 Discussion Session IX-A (Cognitive Linguistics) 

Chair/Moderator: ¬/Dr. Ghulam Raza 

11:15 — 11:45 

Conceptualization of Sadness In Khadija Mastoor’s ‘Angan’: The Analysis of 
emotion metaphors using CMT 
Museerah Nisar, Rabbia Noreen and Dr. Huma Batool 
Metaphorical Analysis of Political Slogans Used by Pakistani Politicians during 
Election Campaign (2018) 
Tehmina Farrukh, Sajjad Rasool and Dr. Huma Batool 
Use of ‘Eye’ Metaphor in Idioms: A Comparative Analysis in English and Urdu 
Language. 
Ayesha Jan, Aimun Noor and Dr. Huma Batool 
Analyzing Gender Divergence in Conversational Interruptions with respect to 
the Conversational Partners Role-relationship 
Shazia Akbar Ghilzai, Aneela Sultana and Mahwish Zeeshan 

 Discussion Session IX-B (Morphology & Syntax) 
Chair/Moderator: ¬/Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

11:15 — 11:45 

Preliminary Study on Khowar Compounding 
Afsar Ali Khan 
Morphological structure of reduplication in Pahari/Pothowari language 
Samabia Tanveer and Dr. Uzma Anjum 
An Evaluation of Narrow Hypothesis: Evidence from Punjabi/English Code-
Switching 
Riffat Hanif and Prof. Dr. Nazir Ahmed Malik 
Study of Syntactical ambiguity emerging from English borrowed words and 
phrases in Pahari/Pothowari Language 
Khalil Ahmad and Dr. Uzma Ajum 

 Discussion Session X-A (Language Learning & Teaching) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Bushra Khurram/Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz 

12:00 — 12:30 

A Correlative Study of Silent Letters and Mispronunciation of EFL Learners 
Sana Ullah 
Teachers’ Perceptions on Incorporation of Corpus-based Teaching Methodology 
in ESL Classrooms 
Javeria Jamal and Asmara Shafqat 
Needs Analysis of IELTS Students at International Islamic University Islamabad 
Abbas Ali, Joza Hussain, Aneela Habib and Shafaq Shakeel 
A study on APSACS Karachi Zone ESL teachers’ notion about assessment and its 
numerous employments in English pedagogy 
Dr. Samina Sarwat, Waheed Shahzad and Muhammad Anwar Farooq 
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3rd Day, 21 November 2020, Saturday 
 Discussion Session XI-A (Language Change) 

Chair/Moderator: ¬/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

9:00 — 9:30 

Retronyms: The Karuk Language Telling the Story of Linguistic Colonialism and 
Contact 
Irene Yi 
Lexical Borrowing: A Literature Review for Comparative Analysis in Punjabi and 
Pahari 
Maryah Khalfan Chaudry and Dr. Uzma Anjum 
Lexical Borrowing in Urdu And Pashto: A Comparative Study 
Aimun Noor, Museerah Nisar and Dr. Uzma Anjum 
Innovative Methodologies for Second Language Classroom Settings 
Ana Paula Huback 

 Discussion Session XI-B (Translation Studies) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Kamal Khan/Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz 

9:00 — 9:30 

Speech Act Analysis: A Pragmatic Study of Quranic Verses and Hadith on 
Khatam-e-Nabuwat (Finality of Prophethood)  
Abida Anwar, Dr. Tahira Jabeen, Nadeem Haider and Aqib Javed 
A Comparative Study of the English Translations of Surah Al-Imran (The Qur'an) 
Ali Haider and Muhammad Imran 
Can English Carry the Weight of My Pakistani Experiences?: An Appraisal 
Perspective 
Naima Batool and Hafiz Ahmad Bilal 
Analysing A. J. Arberry’s English Translation of Iqbal’s Shikwa under the parasol 
of Post- Structuralism 
Dr. Khalid Ahmed, Ruqia Saba Ashraf and Arfan Akram 

 Discussion Session XII-A (Semantics) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Khalid Ahmed/Dr. Mutee U Rahman 

9:45 — 10:15 

Metaphorical capacity of TREES in Chinese 
Anastasia Politova 
Formation, Categorization & Deployment of Grammatical Metaphor in Saraiki & 
English –A Cross-linguistic Comparison 
Sobia Malik 
Linguistic Analysis of Neologism Related to Coronavirus (COVID-19) 
Muhammad Asif, Maria Nisar and Shumaila Roohi 
Interdisciplinary Scientific Concept 
Kumon Tokumaru 
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 Discussion Session XII-B (Corpus Linguistics) 

Chair/Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Kamal Khan/Dr. Muhammad Shakir Aziz 

9:45 — 10:15 

Organizational Involvement and Semantic Orientation as Realized in 
Threatening Terrorist Public Statements 
Awni Etaywe 
Variation Across Language of Pakistani And British Obituaries: A 
Multidimensional Analysis 
Fiza Zareef, Dr. Sajid Ahmad and Isna Maryam 
Linguistic Variation Across Pakistani And British Pharmaceutical Texts: A 
Multidimensional Analysis 
Isna Maryam and Dr. Sajid Ahmad 
The Corpus-Based Study of Collocations and Semantic Prosody in Pakistani 
Islamic Studies Research Papers  
Javeria Maqsood, Dr. Tehseen Zahra 
A Corpus-based Study of Constructing Social Meaning in Political Discourse: 
Halliday’s SFL Perspective 
Zain Raweem, Mahnoor Aamer and Tahir Saleem 

 Discussion Session XIII-A (Phonology) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Muhammad Kamal Khan/Dr. Ghulam Raza 

10:15 — 10:45 

Acoustic Analysis of English Vowel Sounds Produced by Sindhi Speakers 
Shahid Hussain, Dr. Uzma Anjum and Shafaq Shakeel 
Voice Onset Time: Acoustic Analysis of Two Pakistani Accents of English 
Shafaq Shakeel, Dr. Uzma Anjum and Shahid Hussain 
Epenthesis in Urdu 
Mahwish Farooq 
Morphological Reduplication in Pakistani Languages 
Zaira Khawar and Dr. Uzma Anjum 

 Discussion Session XIII-B (Critical Discourse Analysis) 
Chair/Moderator: Dr. Rashida Imran/Dr. Tafseer Ahmed Khan 

10:15 — 10:45 

The Gendered Ghost: A Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis of Animated Ghost 
Stories of Children 
Mirha Imran and Iqra 
Critical Discourse Analysis of Paranormalities Redefining Pakistani 
Consciousness in The Last Metaphor by Usman Ali 
Hurriya Zahra and Aasma Iram 
Critical Action-Implicative Discourse Analysis of COVID-19 Awareness 
Campaigns on Pakistani Media 
Hafiz Nauman Ahmed and Muhammad Islam 
A Comparative Critical Decoding of Trump’s and Clinton’s Speeches: A Corpus 
Based Study 
Rehana Yasmin Anjum, Ayesha Munir, Anab Shabbir, Sadia Azam and 
Rizwan Ilyas 
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Variability and change in the global 'English Language 
Complex': new facts, new corpora, new concepts 

Prof. Dr. Christian Mair 
University of Freiburg, Germany 

christian.mair@anglistik.uni-freiburg.de 

This talk surveys World Englishes from a corpus-linguistic perspective. I will present findings 

from my previous and current research obtained from both small corpora, such as the various 

components of the International Corpus of English (ICE), as well as more recent and much 

larger ‘mega-corpora’, such as the Corpus of Global Web-based English (GloWbE). The 

potential and limitations of either source of data will be evaluated and compared, with the 

comparison emphasising the need to integrate quantitative and qualitative methods of data 

analysis. At the end of my presentation I will address the question to what extent corpus-based 

findings can help theoretical modelling in World Englishes studies. In this area, the current 

priority should be to develop models which can account both for the colonial and post-colonial 

legacy of English (New Englishes, ESL) and for more recent dynamics of linguistic and cultural 

globalisation (usually involving lingua-franca (ELF) uses). 

Biographical Information: 

Christian Mair, a graduate of the University of Innsbruck, Austria, was appointed to a Chair in 
English Linguistics at the University of Freiburg in Germany in 1990, where his research has 
focussed on the corpus-based description of modern English grammar and variation and 
ongoing change in standard Englishes world-wide, resulting in the publication of several 
monographs (among them Twentieth-century English: history, variation, and standardization, 
Cambridge University Press, 2006) and more than 100 contributions to scholarly journals and 
edited works. Several of these have been devoted to the role of English in contemporary 
political and cultural globalisation. 
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Some reflections on Indo-Iranian and the linguistic history 
and prehistory of northern South Asia 

Prof. Dr. Claus Peter Zoller 
University of Oslo, Norway 

c.p.zoller@ikos.uio.no 

In my talk, I present a series of arguments, which show that the present standard model of Indo-

Iranian language immigration into South Asia needs revision. According to the standard model, 

the Indo-Iranian branch of Indo-European comprises the two major branches of Indo-Aryan 

and Iranian plus the minor branch Nuristani, which comprises a handful of small languages. 

Moreover, according to the standard model, the order of language immigrations was first Indic, 

then Nuristani, then Iranian. However, based on the theory of Outer and Inner Languages, 

which claims not a single but a series of Aryan immigrations, I will argue that the first 

immigration wave comprised Old Iranian speakers together with speakers of non-Vedic Old 

Indo-Aryan dialects. The speakers of Vedic Sanskrit were latecomers. Upon their arrival,the 

speakers of Old Iranian and non-Vedic Aryan came into close contact with speakers of the 

language of the Indus Valley Civilization and with speakers of Austro-Asiatic. In prehistoric 

northern South Asia, Austro-Asiatic languages were spoken over large areas. This new point 

of view will be underpinned by a series of compelling linguistic arguments. 

Biographical Information: 

Professor Zoller studied Sanskrit, Hindi and linguistics at the Universities of Tübingen and 
Heidelberg. He earned his PhD in 1980 on a grammar of the Rang-pa language of Uttarakhand 
and Habilitation in 1997 on an oral version of the Mahabharata from Uttarakhand. He did 
extensive fieldwork in the Indian Himalayas and Pakistani Karakorum on Pahari, Dardic and 
Nuristani languages.   
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Using Multi-Dimensional analysis to explore cross-
linguistic universals of register variation  

Prof. Dr. Douglas Biber 
North Arizona University, USA 

Douglas.Biber@nau.edu 

Multi-Dimensional studies have used bottom-up statistical analyses to investigate specific 

patterns of register variation in several different discourse domains of English, as well as the 

more general patterns of register variation in many different languages.  Each of these studies 

identifies linguistic dimensions that are peculiar to that particular language/domain.  However, 

the more theoretically interesting finding is that linguistically similar dimensions emerge in 

nearly all of these studies.  Two of these dimensions are especially robust, making them strong 

candidates for universal dimensions of register variation: 1) a fundamental opposition between 

clausal/'oral' discourse versus phrasal/'literate' discourse, and 2) the opposition between 

narrative versus non-narrative discourse.  In the present talk, I briefly introduce and illustrate 

the methodology of Multi-Dimensional analysis, and then survey research studies carried out 

to date, with an emphasis on these potentially universal patterns of register variation. 

Biographical Information: 

Douglas Biber is Regents' Professor of English (Applied Linguistics) at Northern Arizona 
University.  His research efforts have focused on corpus linguistics, English grammar, and 
register variation (in English and cross-linguistic; synchronic and diachronic).  He has 
published over 235 research articles and 25 books and monographs, including primary research 
studies as well as textbooks.  He is widely known for his work on the corpus-based Longman 
Grammar of Spoken and Written English (1999) and for the development of ‘Multi-
Dimensional Analysis’ (a research approach for the study of register variation), described in 
earlier books published by Cambridge University Press (1988, 1995, 1998).  More recently, he 
co-authored a textbook on Register, Genre, and Style [2nd edition] (Cambridge, 2019), co-
edited the Cambridge Handbook of English Corpus Linguistics (2015), and co-authored 
research monographs on grammatical complexity in written academic English (Cambridge, 
2016) and register variation on the web (Cambridge, 2018). 
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Case in Indo-Aryan: A Historical Perspective  
Prof. Dr. Miriam Butt 

University of Konstanz, Germany  
miriam.butt@uni-konstanz.de 

Case-markers are one way to indicate grammatical relations (subject, object, etc.), with word 

order and agreement being the two other main ways across languages.  Many languages of the 

world had a case marking system, but then lost it and instead have developed an 

article/determiner system.  The Indo-Aryan languages also lost the case system handed down 

from Sanskrit/Prakrits, but then began to innovate new case markers around 1100 CE as part 

of developments in New Indo-Aryan (e.g., ne, ko, se, nuN, le, lai).  This talk looks at these 

developments and suggests that the reason for the innovation in Indo-Aryan lies in the semantic 

work that case markers also do in these languages:  they are used to encode dimensions such 

as agency, aspect and definiteness but also operate in the information-structural domain 

(topic/focus).  The talk charts how the Indo-Aryan languages took words for “ear” or 

“shoulder” and changed these into ergative or accusative/dative markers over the course of 

many centuries. 

Biographical Information: 

Prof. Miriam Butt received her PhD in 1994 from Stanford University.  After working at the 
Universities of Tuebingen, Stuttgart, Konstanz and at UMIST, Manchester as a researcher and 
lecturer, in 2003 she took up a professorship for general and computational linguistics at the 
University of Konstanz.  She is interested in theories and architectures of grammars and has 
mostly worked on morphosyntactic phenomena from South Asian languages and how they 
interface with semantics, discourse interpretation and prosody.  In recent years, she has 
engaged in multidisciplinary cooperations with Computer Science and Political Science and 
has been working on Visual Analytics for linguistic structure (LingVis) on two major areas: 1) 
historical language change; 2) the linguistic cues and strategies used in political argumentation. 
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Style variation: From authorship attribution to language 
change 

Dr. Maciej Eder 
University of Kraków, Poland  

maciejeder@gmail.com 

The presentation will be focused on stylometry, or measuring textual similarities using 

statistical techniques. The talk will start with a concise introduction to authorship attribution, 

followed by a discussion of how attribution techniques can be extended to assess stylistic 

variation in (large) collections of texts. Since one of the core concepts in attribution is to 

identify the works that are stylistically (whatever it really means) the most similar to an 

anonymous sample in question, the same idea can be easily adopted to assess any text 

collection. Instead of looking for authorship, however, such an analysis is aimed at tracing 

other stylometric signals: genre, gender, chronology, intertextuality, and so forth. The final part 

of the presentation, then, will explore the use of stylometric techniques to trace the dynamics 

of language change over the decades. 

Biographical Information: 

Maciej Eder Ph.D., D.Litt., is the director of the Institute of Polish Language (Polish Academy 
of Sciences), chair of the Committee of Linguistics at the Polish Academy of Sciences, vice-
chair of the COST Action “Distant Reading”, former co-secretary of the Alliance of Digital 
Humanities Organizations, co-founder of the Computational Stylistics Group, main developer 
of the R package ‘Stylo’ for performing stylometric analyses. He is interested in European 
literature of the Renaissance and the Baroque, classical heritage in early modern literature, and 
quantitative approaches to style variation. These include measuring style using statistical 
methods, authorship attribution based on quantitative measures, as well as “distant reading” 
methods to analyse dozens (or hundreds) of literary works at a time. 
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Crosslinguistic variation in Agreement: Implications 
for Learnability and Processing 

Prof. Dr. Rajesh Bhatt 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, USA  

bhatt@linguist.umass.edu 

The considerable crosslinguistic variation found in ergative marking and agreement in the 

Modern Indo-Aryan languages raises challenging questions concerning the limits of such 

variation. One such question is what the link between the two systems (case and agreement) is. 

I will start by showing that the direct link between the two that is displayed in Hindi/Urdu 

cannot be maintained generally once we consider a wider array of languages. The actual link 

ends up being considerably abstract. Having postulated abstraction, I then ask what the limits 

of this abstraction are. I propose a learnability consideration that blocks postulation of abstract 

structure in the absence of overt morphological or semantic evidence. This has implications for 

the analysis of languages such as Kutchi Gujarati, Kutchi and Marwari, languages that seem to 

be ergative despite lacking any ergative morphology. Time permitting, I will touch upon the 

processing implications of the crosslinguistic variation in agreement. 

Biographical Information: 

Professor Bhatt got his PhD in Linguistics from the University of Pennsylvania in 1999 under 
the supervision of Professor Sabine Iatridou. While at Penn, he also worked on Tree Adjoining 
Grammar with Professor Aravind Joshi. He got a B.Tech in Computer Science from IIT 
Kanpur. He maintains an active research program in the syntax-semantics interface and in the 
comparative syntax of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages. He was involved in the creation of 
the NSF sponsored treebank for Hindi-Urdu supported by NSF grant. He founded the `Formal 
Approaches to South Asian Linguistics' conference in 2011, the conference is in its 10th year 
now. He has taught at UT Austin, MIT, and since 2004 at UMass Amherst, where he is 
currently department chair.  
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Lexical priming theory, corpus evidence, and the changing 
nature of the dictionary  

Dr. Vincent B Y Ooi 
National University of Singapore  

vinceooi@nus.edu.sg 

Lexical Priming Theory (Hoey, 2005) postulates that each person’s knowledge of language is 
the result of all that we have heard and read repeatedly. In other words, the lexicon is 
probabilistic in nature.  If this is true of each person’s lexicon and the community that she/he 
lives in, then how can these various and differing frequencies of usage and norms be 
represented in the dictionary at all?  Moreover, in the case of English which has become a 
pluralized notion, how might types of English other than UK and U.S. English be studied and 
encapsulated in the dictionary? (Salazar, 2014)  
In this paper, the tenets of Hoey’s lexical priming theory are first sketched and applied to (i) 
Ooi’s Concentric Circles Model of English (Ooi, 2001) that was first formulated for 
Singaporean-Malaysian English, and (ii) the empirical frequencies offered in the BYU range 
of corpora, especially the GloWbe Corpus (Davies & Fuchs, 2015) that maps 6 Inner Circle 
and 14 Outer Circle varieties of English (Kachru, 1992).  Using this framework of analysis, 
several lexical items are examined from some Asian varieties of English vis-à-vis UK/U.S. 
English in well-known online dictionaries of English.  For instance, Davies and Fuchs (2015) 
cite the phrase keep in view for its high frequencies of usage among South Asian varieties, 
particularly Pakistani and Indian Englishes.  While the phrase has been in use since 1600, its 
overuse in these two varieties of English is not (yet) noted by Dictionary.com.   Another 
instance concerns the term eve-teasing (‘public sexual harassment’) which is listed in 
Lexico.com but the label is merely marked as “Indian” – without taking into account its 
distinctive usage in Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Sri Lankan Englishes too.  
The overall ‘takeaway’ is that (Asian) users of English nowadays have to sift through the 
plurality of lexical resources and be more self-directed in reconciling lexical primings – often 
conflicting, in both local usage (endonorms) and international ones (exonorms). 
Lexicographers have to be even more nimble in catering to much more Web-savvy audiences 
nowadays. 
Biographical Information: 

Vincent B Y Ooi has teaching and research interests in lexicology and lexicography, corpus-
based language studies, computer-mediated communication (language and the Internet), and 
Asian English discourses.  He is the author of Computer Corpus Lexicography, the first lead 
editor of Perspectives in Lexicography: Asia and beyond, and the co-chief editor of The Times-
Chambers Essential English Dictionary (2nd edition). Since 2009, he has served as a scientific 
committee member for the eLex (electronic lexicography in the 21st century) conferences; 
other scientific committee memberships include Corpus Linguistics 2017 and Euralex2020.  Dr 
Ooi is President of the Asian Association for Lexicography (Asialex), an editorial board 
member of the journal Corpora: Corpus-based language learning, language processing and 
linguistics, and Co-Chief Editor (designate) of Lexicography: Journal of ASIALEX.
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Linguistics Education and Research in Pakistan 
Pakistan, being home to 74 living languages (Ethnologue, 2018) and one of the linguistically 

and culturally the richest parts of the world, is situated at an ideal location to explore and work 

for linguistics-based education and research programs. However, unfortunately, this potential 

has never been fully realized. More recently, a rapid progress in offering linguistics-based 

degree programs in Pakistani universities has given the impression that ‘pure linguistics’ might 

have taken the long-awaited momentum in the country. This is not the case, particularly with 

the fields of theoretical and pure linguistics. 

This panel explores the field of linguistics as an emerging discipline and aims to examine the 

ways in which the linguistics education and research programs in Pakistan might be 

accelerated. The experts in the panel share their individual experiences and observations and 

highlight tips for creating effective proposals for winning international collaboration-based 

projects. In doing so, the panel seeks to cater for the needs of young scholars while guiding 

them on their career paths and motivating them to take full advantage of the opportunities 

available. Other questions include: 

● What is the future of ‘linguistics’ as a field of investigation and as a career in Pakistan? 

● How can we enhance the quality and readability of linguistics-based research projects? 

● How can linguistics education and research help us build Pakistan a better society? 

● What steps are required to promote scientific study of indigenous and smaller 

languages? 

● Other questions as shared by the participants. 

Moderator: 
Dr. Muhammad Kamal Khan, Allama Iqbal Open University Islamabad 
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Panelists: 
● Prof. Dr. Sarmad Hussain, University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore 

● Dr. Maria Maldonado, University of Lahore 

● Dr. Riaz Ahmed Mangrio, Sindh Madarrasatul Islam University Karachi 

● Prof. Dr. Muhammad Asim Mehmood, GC University Faisalabad 

● Prof. Dr. Rafique Ahmed Memon, University of Sindh Jamshoro 

● Dr. Imdad Ullah Khan, University of Swat Mingora 

● Prof. Dr. Sajida Zaki, NED University Karachi 
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Mother Tongue curriculum and teaching in a multilingual 
context: opportunities and challenges 

One of the most effective and significant models of saving and promoting an endangered or 

other language is its inclusion in teaching and learning. It has now been agreed upon almost by 

all philosophers, psychologists and practitioners in education that a child’s learning abilities 

and cognitive development improve more effective when her/his mother tongue is used in 

her/his early education as medium of textbooks and as language of instruction. Pakistan is a 

multilingual and multi-national country. Here more than 65 living languages are spoken. 

Among them 27 languages are ‘endangered’ as per the UNESCO Atlas of World Languages in 

Danger.  

One effective initiative to preserve and promote these languages is the teaching and learning 

in a multilingual context. This initiative is often terms as MLE—multilingual education—

program wherein the children start their early, pre-school education in their mother tongue 

inside a multilingual setting: which is the use of Urdu, English or one of the so called regional 

languages in the community, homes and schools. A MLE curriculum is designed for this setting 

and based on that course books are developed. Teachers are hired and trained and teaching at 

the schools is started. 

The panel is designed with the practitioners, educators, researchers and trainers of such MLE 

models which are in place for more than a decade. During this period many success stories as 

well as challenges emerged while implementing such initiatives.  

Moderator:  
Zubair Torwali, Executive Director, IBT, Bahrain Swat 

Panelists: 
● Aftab Ahmad, program director Torwali MLE program, Idara Baraye Taleem-o-Taraqi 

(IBT), Bahrain Swat. 

● Gul Muhammad, Director MLE program Indus Kohistani, Kohistan Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

● Saeed Zubair, Executive Director, Institute of Applied Linguistics, Karachi 

● Muhammad Zaman Sagar, advocacy officer at Forum for Language Initiatives (FLI), project 

director at Gawri Community Development Program, Kalam Swat 

● Farid Ahmad Raza, Program Director, Khowar MLE program, Chitral, Pakistan
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Cognitive Linguistics: from sensory experiences to 
conceptualization  

Dr. Huma Batool 
Air University, Islamabad, Pakistan. 

huma.batool@mail.au.edu.pk 

Cognitive linguistics – a modern school of linguistic thought and practice – investigates the 

relationship between human language, the mind and socio-physical experience. It originally 

emerged in the 1970s and arose out of dissatisfaction with formal approaches to language 

which were dominant, at that time, in the disciplines of linguistics and philosophy (Evans, 

Bergen, & Zinken, 2007). Given this, Cognitive linguistics defines language and its basic units 

in terms of ‘concepts’. Each linguistic item/unit gives access to the cognitive processes 

involved in the construction of meaning making.  The concepts behind each linguistic item 

display ‘purview, knowledge, feelings, world outlook and life position of the respective ethnos 

and its respective members.”(Abdikalyk, Abitzhanova, Otarbekova, Kaidarova, & 

Seidullayeva, 2016). Our concepts structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world 

and how we relate to other people (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003) – since they emerge from our 

bodily interaction with the world and all seven senses (vision, audition, haptic, gustatory, 

olfactory, proprioception and vestibular) play their roles in structuring the concepts.  

The present workshop aims at investigating  

1) What is embodiment?  
2) How does it determine conceptualization?  
3) How does language act ‘a key methodological tool for uncovering conceptual 
organization and structure’? (Evans & Green, 2006).  

Hence, the attendees will get an overview of “Why Linguists should know about and study 

Cognitive Linguistics”?   

Biographical Information: 

Dr. Huma Batool is an Assistant Professor in the Dept. of English at Air University, 
Islamabad. She has above 15 years of experience in the educational environments, where she 
demonstrated interest in the student’s academic and personal development through student-
centered teaching. Her areas of professional expertise include integration of four skills, with 
special emphasis on phonology, mechanics of the language, presentation skills and writing 
(creative, academic & technical writing). Her areas of research interest include Second 
Language Acquisition, ELT, Cognitive Discourse Analysis, Psycho-Neurolinguistics, 
Cognitive Linguistics & Language Processing in Neurotypicals and Neurodevelopmental 
Disorders. 
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Quantitative and experimental phonetics: Resources and 
tools  

Dr. Qandeel Hussain 
University of Toronto, Canada  

qandeel.hussain@utoronto.ca  

Workshop Introduction: One of the main goals of phonetic research is to investigate the acoustic, 

aerodynamic, and articulatory correlates which best classify the speech sounds of the living human 

languages. In recent years, the application of phonetic tools has moved beyond the study of consonants 

and vowels. The aim of this workshop is to introduce various methods, resources, and tools currently 

used in phonetic research and other closely-related fields (speech pathology, biomechanical modeling 

of sound change). Students and researchers interested to investigate the phonetic aspects of languages 

will benefit from the current workshop.  

Biographical Information: 

Qandeel Hussain earned his PhD Linguistics from Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia) and 
specialized in experimental phonetics and laboratory phonology. His research interests include 
linguistic typology, acoustic and articulatory description of endangered Dravidian, IndoIranian, 
Japonic, and Sino-Tibetan languages, language documentation, Bayesian phylogenetics, and historical-
comparative linguistics. He uses cutting-edge experimental phonetic tools (ultrasound-imaging, oral-
nasal airflow, and electroglottography) to document the consonantal and vocalic contrasts of under-
described languages.  
Webpage: https://sites.google.com/students.mq.edu.au/qandeelhussain/home 
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Acoustic Analysis of English Vowel Sounds Produced by 
Sindhi Speakers  

Shahid Hussain 
Air University, Islamabad 
Shahidsh2@outlook.com 

Dr. Uzma Anjum  
Air University, Islamabad  

Uzmaraja2000@gmail.com  

Shafaq Shakeel  
Air University, Islamabad  

Shafaqshakeel04@gmail.com 

The acoustic analysis of vowel phonemes provides a better understanding of the actual 
pronunciation of the words in speech utterance that would help the listeners to perceive the 
intended articulation by the speakers. This study was designed to investigate the acoustic-
phonetic characteristics of English front vowels /i/, /ɪ/, /e/, /ɛ/, and /æ/ in spoken English of 
Sindhi native speakers. The study examined the Sindhi native speakers’ articulation of English 
front vowels by using a speech processing computer software, Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 
2019). The subjects were selected from Hyderabad, a city of Sindh, Pakistan, who’s L1 was 
Sindhi, and their English use was limited to the academic context. Thirteen speakers were 
recorded using a wordlist of CVC syllable (Hillenbrand et al., 1995). The words were in hVd 
context and recorded within a carrier sentence. The formant frequencies (F1 and F2) and vowel 
duration were measured by using Praat. The results showed that the high front vowels pair /i/-
/ɪ/ were produced with contrast whereas front vowels /e/-/ɛ/ lack in contrast. The vowel /æ/ was 
also produced very close to vowels /e/-/ɛ/ in the formant plot of Sindhi speakers. The average 
duration of vowels /i/, /ɪ/, /e/, /ɛ/, and /æ/ produced by Sindhi speakers was 144ms, 90ms, 
158ms, 141ms, and 133ms respectively.  The formant frequencies and the duration that 
highlights the length of the vowel significantly make a better understanding of spoken language 
varieties. This research highlighted the need for language teachers to take account of acoustic 
cues in the ELT classroom to underline the difference in varieties of English based on the 
variation of accent. The findings of this study would help English language teachers to follow the 
phonetic aspects of language while teaching pronunciation to second language learners. Further, 
this study will be helpful in the recognition of Sindhi speakers’ voice in already developed speech 
processing tools for English which are developed on native speakers’ speech patterns.  
  
Keywords: Acoustic analysis, Formant frequencies, Front vowels, Speech recognition, Vowel 
duration  
 
References:   
Boersma, P., & Weenink, D. (2019). Praat: Doing phonetics by computer (version 6.1.04). Retrieved 
from: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/download_win.html  
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Voice Onset Time: Acoustic Phonetic Analysis of Two 
accents of English  
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The acoustic cues of speech sounds help to highlight the characteristics of the sounds that make 
them different from the sounds of other languages (Swartz, 1992). The acoustic cue of Voice 
Onset time (VOT) proposed by Lisker and Abramson (1964), is considered as the only cue 
which helps in differentiating the stop consonants in the world languages. The aim of the 
current study is to investigate whether there is a difference in the production of L2 English 
speakers’ stop consonants or not. As previous researchers have observed the difference in the 
production of English stop consonants by the speakers of other languages (Oh, 2011; Hansen 
et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2008). This study investigated the VOT phenomenon of English stop 
consonants (p, t, k, b, d, g) produced by the native speakers of Sindhi and Balochi language. 
These languages are less explored in terms of VOT phenomenon in Pakistani context. Ten 
speakers from each language including male and female were selected to see the VOT 
differences in their production of English stop consonants. Data has been collected in the form 
of speech samples (CVC context) recorded from the speakers. The recorded speech samples 
were then analyzed through an open computer software PRAAT. The results of the study show 
that the VOT patterns of stop consonants of native speakers’ English are different as compared 
to the English spoken by Balochi and Sindhi speakers. Zero VOT has been observed in case of 
Balochi and Sindhi speakers while it is missing in English language. Voiceless stop sounds are 
unaspirated in Balochi and Sindhi languages whereas it is aspirated at word initial positions in 
English language. Moreover, place of articulation does not show any significant impact on the 
production of stop consonants of speakers of both the languages. Furthermore, there is no 
significant difference observed in the speech of males and females speakers. This type of 
research study would help language teachers to consider acoustic properties of sounds while 
teaching English at basic level. Moreover, researchers can use such studies for machine 
learning software which are less equipped with the nonnative English speakers’ patterns of 
speech.   
  

Keywords: Acoustic cues, Voice Onset Time, Stop consonants, Praat.  
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Epenthesis in Urdu 
Mahwish Farooq 
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Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language with more than 100 million speakers around the world 
therefore has multiple pronunciations and accents. In Pakistan, Urdu is esteemed more than 
any other native language due to its national and official status (Farooq, 2015). Currently, 
epenthesis in Urdu vocabulary has been reported and analyzed for finding out the reasons of 
multiple pronunciations due word re-syllabification. These tokens have same parts of speech, 
spellings and meanings but with different transcriptions. For example, a word غسل (bath or 
taking bath /xʊsl/) (Urdu Lughat: Tarixi Usuul Per, 2013) has another pronunciation i.e., /xʊsəl/ 
but is equally comprehensible by all Urdu speakers in Pakistan. Therefore, the motivation of 
the current study is the investigation of phonological reasons behind the epenthesis in content 
words. Different researches have reported the inevitable occurrences of phonological variations 
in the speech of native speakers (John, NA) which ultimately become the reason of 
restructuring and epenthesis of vocabulary. But the epenthesis may cause confusion among 
non-native speakers. Therefore, 10 hours speech corpus of one professional female speaker has 
been used as a reference point for initiating this research. Afterwards, this wordlist is reused 
for recording and collecting speech data from 29 more native Urdu speakers. Consequently, 
this study is done to find out possible reasons for epenthesis in Urdu vocabulary. Thus, 
phoneme insertion (Farooq & Mumtaz, 2016), (Hussain, 2005) has been used to explain this 
research. These phonological variations cause epenthesis and re-syllabification for the 
alternative pronunciation(s) of the surface forms of already existed phonetic-scripts of Urdu 
vocabulary. Therefore, a backend strategy is investigated for resolving the issues of multiple 
pronunciations for non-native speakers. But the context dependent variations have only catered 
in this research. This paper has proposed Urdu phonological rules for epenthesis and re-
syllabification of Urdu vocabulary in content words (Farooq & Mahmood, 2019). 

Keywords: epenthesis, re-syllabification, Urdu vocabulary 
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Preliminary Study on Khowar Compounding 
Afsar Ali Khan 

                                                               FLI (Forum for Language Initiatives) 
      afsarchinar@gmail.com 

Khowar is an Indo-Aryan Language spoken by around half a million people in two districts 
called Lower Chitral and Upper Chitral and its adjacent areas in Swat and Gilgit Baltistan. 
Khowar is rich in its morphological processing, especially word formation (as described by 
Munnings 1990), such as compounding. With several kinds of compound constructions in use, 
this paper deals with as many strategies as possible as a basic investigation into compounding 
as a source of forming new words. The area of Khowar noun morphology is not fully studied 
by any scholar yet, this work hopefully will open the door to further research on Khowar noun 
morphology by other scholars. Data has been collected through personal fieldwork and 
informal interviews mainly in Upper Chitral, and Gilgit Baltistan, and with speakers who 
migrated to other places in Pakistan. The tools I used for collecting data were an Audio 
Recorder, and analysing phonetically, I used Linguistic software  FLex (Fieldworks Language 
Explorer). Compound markers (infixes, suffixes, etc.) and historic compounds which were 
compounded in the past and are now pronounced as a single rooted word will be the focus of 
this paper.  

Key words: Khowar, noun morphology, word formation, compound  
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Reduplication is a word arrangement process that rehashes all or some portion of a word to 
pass on some type of significance. The scope of examples fluctuates from a solitary portion 
being replicated to whole expressions. The replicating can happen all alone, or it very well may 
be joined by other parts of the same word. The implications can likewise go from profoundly 
distinguished implications, for example, redundancy to progressively extract morpho-syntactic 
implications, to very ordinary implications, hard to characterize exactly. In view of this variety 
in structure and importance, reduplication has been the subject of a lot of exploration, both 
explicit and hypothetical. Among this mixed variety, a few topics develop known with 
representing the type of reduplication, which can be roughly ordered fit as a segmental quality, 
morphological structure, and the redundancy system. In a perfect world, any model of 
reduplication ought to have the option to anticipate the scope of potential examples and not 
produce unattested structures. This review article expresses key typological discoveries of 
major Pakistani languages (Punjabi, Sindhi, Balochi and Pashtu) related with reduplication and 
its structural qualities of these languages. Some valuable terms utilized all through include 
reduplication and base. The previous alludes to the example of the reduplicative morpheme, 
and the last to the piece of the word that provisions the rehashed fragments. Reduplication can 
be off three values: full reduplication, partial or segmental.  

Keywords: morphological reduplication, Pakistani languages, echo-construction reduplication 
Reduplication of syntactic constituents.  
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Reduplication is not merely a repetition process but a grammatically developed word formation 
process of a language that comprises a special mechanism. A research concludes that Northern 
areas of Pakistan have a rich variety of languages. Pahari/Pothowari is a major regional 
language of Pakistan spoken in Kashmir, Murree, Jehlum, Gujar Khan and Rawalpindi and 
surrounding areas of the capital of Pakistan by a population of different linguistic exposure. This 
exposure of the speakers brings a linguistic change in the target language. Reduplication 
operates at lexical, phonological, semantics and morphological levels. Current study is limited 
to morphological reduplication and its structures in Pahari/Pothowari language. This paper 
explores morphological structures of Reduplication in Pahari/Pothowari language 
incorporating Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT) by (Inkelas & Zoll, 2005). This is a 
qualitative research and data is taken from a popular Pahari/Pothowari magazine and famous 
TV shows promoting Pahari/Pothowari language. Random sampling is applied for valid results 
and wordlists of (200+words) from the sample of (700+words) are prepared and native 
speakers of the target language are requested to pronounce these words which are transcribed 
using IPA online keyboard. Data is analyzed through (MDT) which says that morphology of a 
language pre-specifies the structure of new words. In case of reduplication, two daughter words 
are combined together following the structures that morphology of a language sets to form a 
mother word.  Results show that reduplication in Pahari/Pothowari language has grammatically 
developed morphological structure and this language productively uses reduplication in 
different cases as to mark singulars and plurals e.g [ɡrãɡrã] [pʌlpʌl], , adjective case as [mɔʈi 
mɔʈi] and gender case [dɔɽni ɖɔɽni]], [dɔɽna dɔɽna] etc. This research opens many windows for 
future linguistic researchers to pave their paths to explore and promote regional languages as 
an important cultural wisdom.  

Keywords: Reduplication, mechanism, process, repetition 
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An Evaluation of Narrow Hypothesis: Evidence from                    
Punjabi/English Code-switching  
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Under the umbrella of Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1995) current research shows that  
González-Vilbazo and López’s (2012) little v narrow hypothesis is empirically inadequate and 
evidence is presented through  Punjabi-English intra-sentential Code switched data. González-
Vilbazo and López (2011) say that little v is involved in three types of grammatical properties 
of the selected VP: linearization, Focus/Background and prosodic structure. González-Vilbazo 
and López’s data shows a codeswitching variety called Esplugish. However, current study 
examines the first feature of little v that little v brings VO/OV order of parameter as claimed 
by González-Vilbazo and López (2011) and rest of the two features of little v are not part of 
this study.  Present study argues that the role of little v is underestimated in narrow hypothesis. 
It argues that instead of viewing the narrow role of little v in determining the VO / OV order 
little v should be considered in broader view where it determines SVO/SOV order of a sentence. 
Accordingly, little v decides the language which shall provide T and D of argument DPs as 
proposed by Malik (2015a, 2016, 2017). In order to meet the requirement of research objectives 
naturalistic data has been gathered through the interview of Punjabi-English bilinguals. A 
questionnaire is formed and grammaticality judgement is taken by the Punjabi-English 
competent bilingual of A-level class students. The results and findings show that little v 
determines the SVO/SOV order of a sentence as well as decides the language of the T and D 
of argument DPs.  

 Keywords: Intra sentential, little v, Narrow Hypothesis, Punjabi/English, Esplugish, VO / 
OV order  
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The aim of this study is to bring forth syntactical ambiguity emerging from English borrowed 
words and phrases into Pahari/Pothowari language. However, keeping in view the prevalent 
aspects of ambiguity, this study proposes to investigate structural ambiguity containing English 
words and phrases in Pahari/Pothowari language. The goal of this research particularly focuses 
Noun Phrases (NPs) of Pahari/Pothowari containing borrowed English words, phrases into very 
local language from the monthly published magazine “Sangi” for the analysis. Therefore, 
firstly, the text of seven magazines has been taken for the study and secondly, the ambiguous 
Noun phrases have been extracted from that text and analysed by applying syntax tree 
generator. Resultantly, structural ambiguous phrases have been identified and their 
interpretation is also made by using phrase structure tree being part of the study objectives. The 
structural inexactness has been analysed and possibly interpreted in the analysis by using 
descriptive research method which provided a way to investigate the current study. Ullman’s 
(1977) theory has been used as a reference for the current research. The interpretation and 
surface structure of the Noun Phrases (NPs) provide enough indication that the ambiguity of 
understanding the constructions of Pahari/Pothowari manifests in sentences and phrases 
because of the borrowed structures in written texts. For example, Noun Phrase [Pakistani 
criminal society] has two different interpretations. First interpretation is NP((AdjP (Pakistani 
criminal) N(society))) and second is NP((N(Pakistani) Adj P(criminal society))).  

                                      

 Moreover, their interpretation shows that language competence and language performance is 
also interrupted because of the borrowed phrases in L1. The grammatical categorisation of the 
constituents is also affected. The study provides enough gaps for further linguistic investigation 
and it is also helpful for computational linguistics in order to build a syntactical based 
application for pedagogical purposes for the student of linguistics.  

 Keywords: Syntactical, Ambiguity, English, Pahari/Pothowari.   
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The current study aimed to explore the linguistic analysis of neologism related to Coronavirus 
(COVID-19). Recently, a new coronavirus disease COVID-19 has emerged as a respiratory 
infection with significant concern for global public health hazards. However, with each passing 
day, more and more confirmed cases are being reported worldwide which has alarmed the 
global authorities including the World Health Organization (WHO). In this study, the 
researcher uses the term neologism which means the coinage of new words. Neologism played 
a significant role throughout the history of epidemic and pandemic. The focus of this study is 
on the phenomenon of neologism to explore the creation of new words during the outbreak of 
COVID-19. The theoretical framework of this study is based on three components of 
neologism, i.e. word formation, borrowing, and lexical deviation.  The researcher used the 
model of neologism as a research tool which is presented by Krishnamurthy in 2010. The study 
is also compared with the theory of onomasiology by Pavol Stekauer (1998). The secondary 
data have been used in this study. The data were collected from articles, books, Oxford Corpus, 
social media, and five different websites and retrieved from January 2020 to April 2020. The 
findings of this study revealed that with the outbreak of COVID-19, the majority of the people 
on social media and state briefings, the word-formation is utilized in the form of nouns, 
adjectives, and verbs. The abbreviations and acronyms are also used which are related to the 
current situation of COVID-19. No doubt, neologisms present colorful portrayals of various 
societies and cultures but they don’t exist in our own. 

Keywords: Neologism, linguistic analysis, word formation, coronavirus, COVID-19, 
borrowing, lexical deviation   
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‘Metaphorical way of thinking’ has been accompanying people since early times. “Everyday 
metaphor is characterized by a huge system of thousands of cross-domain mappings” (Lakoff, 
1993), and ‘plants’ are one of the “common source domains” for metaphors (Kövecses, 2010). 
The paper aims at presenting the metaphorical capacity of the Chinese word ‘tree’ and words 
denoting parts of a tree and discussing the mechanisms of metaphorical extensions in the 
Chinese language, i.e. what characteristics of trees (form, taste, smell or texture) are involved 
in metaphorical mapping, and what other information plays a role in metaphorical extension of 
tree-words.    

Having collected metaphorical expressions with ‘tree’ components from “Big Dictionary of 
Modern Chinese”, “Comprehensive Dictionary of Chinese idioms” and BCC corpus of the 
Chinese language, the author used inductive approach, i.e. starting from linguistic expressions 
instead of conceptual structures, to analyze lexical expressions with the ‘tree’ component and 
categorize them into different metaphors. Thereafter, with the help of the componential and 
semantic cognitive analyses elicited semantic, prototype and concept features and features that 
belong to everyday awareness and studied the mechanisms of the formation of metaphorical 
meanings. The results showed that ‘tree’ metaphorical expressions are widely applied to the 
domain of humans, where they stand for people, emotionality, vitality, intellectual abilities, 
mobility, character, body and even health of a person, family ties, relations between people, 
parts of body parts etc. The second big group is abstract concepts, where ‘tree’ metaphors 
express source, beginning, basis, core, details, unexpected events, time, development, results, 
opportunity etc. There are also cases of conceptualizing concrete things into ‘trees’ but they are 
few. Metaphorical meanings are primarily based on prototype and everyday awareness 
features; tree’s structure, texture and period of growth are among the most common 
characteristics used for metaphorical extension. The research shows the importance of nature 
in the life of the Chinese people, and the principles of metaphorical derivation partly reveal the 
Chinese way of thinking. The collected linguistic material and the obtained results provide 
good basis for further metaphorical cross-cultural and cross language analyses.  

Keywords: tree metaphor, Chinese, metaphorical mappings, source domain  
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Grammatical Metaphor is considered a sophisticated tactful device, which language users use 
to condense their ideas for bringing about beauty, style & brevity in the language. 
Consequently, the text becomes concise & formal, but lexically dense and semantically 
complex, which is also a characteristic of scientific discourse and advanced academic writing 
(To, 2018). This linguistic feature also indicates the creative potential of that language and the 
level of linguistic proficiency of its speaker/writer (Devrim, 2015). However, this feature 
manifests itself differently in typologically different languages and needs to be understood for 
pedagogical & translational purposes. In the context of Pakistani languages, GM has been an 
under-researched linguistic phenomenon, therefore, the undertaken study is an attempt to 
analyze the text of a largely spoken Pakistani indigenous language –Saraiki, in comparison 
with English. This ongoing work has been narrowed down to only one type –the  
‘Ideational Grammatical Metaphor’ (IGM), for studying its categorization and deployment in 
the written texts of both languages. The study has employed an Integration of Stratal & 
Semantic Models within the theoretical framework of SFL for this linguistic analysis, and the 
language sample for this work is the university textbooks of both languages. The extent of IGM 
usage has been found lower in the Saraiki academic text as compared to English in the initial 
analysis, i.e. the number of IGM instances per clauses in Saraiki is 130/1500, while in English 
it’s 214/756. Secondly, there are certain discrepancies between Saraiki & English IGM sub-
categorization regarding the semantic shift. The study will reveal more insights about the 
structural differences of IGMs after a complete descriptive analysis. The future results of this 
work can be valuable for the students of Linguistics in understanding the phenomena of IGM 
in any language. The study may also be of interest to the educational Linguists who design 
language teaching curriculum for that region, and to the translators who take either Saraiki or 
English as SL or TL for their work. Besides, this study contributes to the body of research in 
the field of SFL regarding the use of GM in Indo-Aryan languages.   
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Permutation of phonemes generates words. Some words function as signs with 1-to-1 reflex 
logic (If A Then B), and others as concepts with 1-to-all group logic. (Piaget 1947) Signs recall 
memories one by one, while concepts signify generalized phenomena. Concepts can be 
operated by thought with addition and multiplication, and generate new concepts representing 
operational results. Concepts are generated with mental generalization endeavors of linguistic 
humans. (Vygotsky 1935)   
The author proposes that there are several complexity orders (COs) resulted by vicious circle 
type generalization processes, namely: (1) Daily (or sensory) concepts, (2) Primary Logical (or 
simple Boolean operational) concepts, i.e. concepts of class and relationship, (3) Complex 
concepts (or quasi scientific concepts) in disciplined sciences, (4) Interdisciplinary scientific 
concepts (ISC).  
ISC is to be invented or discovered by an individual scientist with curiosity and love of 
knowledge, and can be designated with his proper name, i.e. Copernican theory or Mendel’s 
law. Sometimes, the scientist himself designates his concept, i.e. R.J.E. Clausius chose the 
name “Entropy” to what he discovered in his intensive thermodynamic analyses. The meaning 
of ISC is invisible and complex. It deals with phenomena which had never been conceived as 
a theory or law by his predecessors.        
If one wants to understand ISC, the best and easiest way is to follow the story of its inventor 
what motivated him and how he got the idea. Each ISC has such story. There are quasi-
scientific concepts which are based on 1-to-1 logic to designate scientific phenomena without 
sufficient generalization. It means that they are not yet ISCs, but just unsophisticated complex 
concepts containing ambiguities and contradictions.   
The complex self-reproduction process of living organism is regenerative. It starts cell division 
and inter-cellular networking from a single fertilized egg. The acceptance and further 
elaboration of ISC should also be regenerative. It should start at very basic level with step-by 
step thought operations. Regenerative way of accepting ISC should remove noises in concepts, 
rectify sciences and advance collective human intelligence in accordance with three stage 
digital evolution of linguistic intelligence.  

Keywords: Digital Evolution of Linguistic Intelligence, Group Logic, Forward Error  
Correction, Generalization, Linguistic Humans  
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The core of pragmatics is the contextual study of meaning. The paralinguistic and extra 
linguistic clues of relating meaning to the context has to do with the attempt to get at the 
intended meaning of an utterance. Spoken language as well as literary texts has received quite 
a good pragmatic attention, but not much has been paid to religious text. The present study is 
carried out with the aim of examining English version of Quranic verses and hadith on Khatam-
e- Nabuwwat and analyzes them pragmatically. It aims at probing into illocutionary speech 
acts, their pragmatic functions and investigating direct and indirect speech acts in verses and 
hadith on finality of Prophethood. The significance of the study lies in investigation of speech 
acts and their pragmatic functions in English version of aforementioned text to assist the deep 
understanding of the subject of Khatam-e-Nabuwwat, as English translation enables effective 
communication around the world. So it will highlight the subject of finality of Prophethood in 
excellent way.   

The piece of research is descriptive qualitative in nature, in which the researcher uses 
observation method for data collection. Data on the translation of source text have been 
collected from holy. Quran, books of hadith and books of tafsir. The study uses twenty five 
(25) stretches of speech (15 verses and 10 hadith) including direct and indirect speech acts 
comprising underlying pragmatic functions. Qualitative content analysis has been used to 
examine intentionality of the source data. The study arrives at the conclusion that the most 
dominated illocutionary speech act in the text on Khatam-e- Nabuwwat is representative and 
other speech act frequently used is declarative. Moreover, the study concludes that the 
representative speech act used in the analyzed text bears the functions of committing the 
speaker to the truth of an expressed proposition. It represents the speaker’s (Allah’s and 
Muhammad’s) belief of finality of prophet hood. The declarative speech act used in the text 
changes the world via utterance; there is no prophet after Muhammad (PBUH). The study fills 
the gap of pragmatic analysis of religious text and is the torch bearer for future research 
regarding Quranic verses and hadith about other walks of life.   
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The preference for truthfulness is universal however what counts as truthful or mendacious is 
heavily reliant on preferred style of interaction, social norms and value systems found in any 
given culture (Vincent Marelli,2004). The fact is increasingly being recognized in cultural 
studies however semantic and pragmatic studies that trace lexical items and discourse patterns 
to study truthfulness, mendacity and deception across cultures are still very sparse. The present 
study is an attempt to explicate Pakistani understanding of truth and lies and compare it with 
the Anglo-American counterparts using the theory of cultural script. The study draws evidence 
from two high profile trials based on the charges of lying i.e. Impeachment of the US president 
Bill Clinton and disqualification trial of Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Shareef. The study 
comprises of semantic analysis of English and Urdu terms for truth and lying followed by 
pragmatic analysis of the terms as instantiated by judicial remarks made during and after the 
aforementioned trials, final judgements, newspaper articles, opinion pieces and public response 
surveys. The results reveal two different scripts for English and Urdu data which are written 
using Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) which comprises semantic primes found in all 
languages. The criteria for truthfulness in Pakistani data are more stringent while American 
understanding is more pragmatic in nature. Out of two senses of truthfulness; the integrity of 
the statement and the sincerity of the person, truthfulness in Pakistani context is used to refer 
to an absolute personal value derived from religious tradition. It refers to a stable, all-or-nothing 
state which can be irreversibly tainted by any act of perjury or falsehood. The American idea 
of truthfulness appears to favour integrity of the statement as a primary meaning and is more 
contingent in nature.   Such explication of the tacit understanding about truthfulness or 
mendacity found in any pair of cultures can help to explain culturally variant models of talk 
and save cross-cultural encounters from suspicions of duplicity which exist because of the 
difference in norms and expectations (Levine et al.,2000)   
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This study is an attempt to explore that how Qaisra Shahraz has represented female characters 
in her novel “The Holy Woman”. Feminists believe that females are doubly colonized in 
postcolonial fiction like Pakistani fiction. This paper will discover the representation of female 
characters in the novel “The Holy Woman” written by a female writer under the cover of 
patriarchal society of Pakistan. Feminists like Woolf and Spivak claimed that female writers 
should write for themselves in order to create a positive image of females in fiction because 
male writers do not represent them positively. This study will explore the linguistic choices of 
the writer in regard to females’ representation and for this purpose the researcher will collect 
data from the text of the novel “The Holy Woman” and will critically analyze the text at three 
different levels, word level, phrase or sentence level and discourse level as proposed by Sara 
Mills in her model of Feminist Stylistics Analysis (1995). This study will attempt to answer 
the questions like how female characters have been represented in the mentioned novel and 
which kind of linguistic choices have been utilized by the writer, as being a female, while 
representing her female characters. This research is qualitative in nature and the significance 
of this research is that it falls under the heading of literary linguistics, which is an emerging 
field of linguistics, as the researcher is going to apply a linguistic model on a literary text. This 
paper will disclose the discursive techniques and stylistic devices employed by the writer in 
order to create a particular image of postcolonial female characters. This study will help in 
making a stance about the writer as being a female that how does she represents female 
characters under the patriarchal setup of the society.   

Keywords: Representation, Postcolonial Fiction, Doubly Colonized, Feministic Stylistics, 
Literary Linguistics   
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Women of color are doubly segregated not only because of their gender but also their color and 
race. They have always been regarded as suffering from same oppression and suppression 
irrespective of their society, cultural differences, ethnocentric location and, class. In this study, 
color in Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969) and Durrani’s My Feudal Lord 
(1995) and to challenge their grouping under homogenous category of women of color. This 
study is limited to explore female subordination, suppression, sexual harassment, racism in the 
selected autobiographies of women of color of Pakistani and African-American society. The 
data consist of three extracts from each narrative that have chosen through purposive sampling 
technique in order to conduct the transitivity analysis at clause level. The researcher has used 
transitivity theory given by Halliday (1994) to analyze the selected data. In order to analyze 
the data qualitatively from feminist perspective, theory of Beauvoir (1949/1953) has applied 
on the data that have selected from My Feudal Lord (1995), and theories of hooks (1981) and 
Mohanty (1984) have applied on the data that have selected from I Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings (1969). This study concluded that oppressions, sufferings and experiences of 
marginalized women of color vary with respect to class, race, ethnocentric location and cultural 
differences.  

Angelou in her narrative has explored her experiences and sufferings being black woman and 
in Durrani’s narrative the oppression of women of color is concerned with domestic violence, 
marital rape as well as physical and psychological abuse of men on women. This study can be 
useful in the study of transitivity in colleges and universities since, in this study, the researcher 
has analyzed the data through transitivity 
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The question of how to write or teach writing a book review has been a point of attention for a 
good number of researchers and educators over the past several decades (Basturkmen, 2014; 
Montazeran, 2014; Bhatia, 2006). Multiple attempts have been made to execute a framework 
or a model for writing a book review but seldom has this area been explored by Pakistani 
scholars. The current study is an attempt to do the move analysis of book review genre 
according to the theoretical framework of Motta Roth (1998). It aims to find out the moves 
frequently adopted by most of the people in writing book reviews. This study is based on twenty 
book reviews which were selected randomly from different websites and journals. But these 
were the reviews of those books which the researchers had not read at all. Then all the book 
reviews were thoroughly and very carefully analyzed from the point whether the review writers 
were following any specific move pattern or they were making a free commentary on an 
author’s work. The analysis was conducted to explore the rhetorical moves followed in the 
book reviews by keeping in mind the Motta Roth (1998) model for writing book reviews. 
Researchers used qualitative method to analyze the quality of book reviews using the four 
moves given by Motta Roth (1998). The results of the study showed that most of the authors 
wrote the book review in a way that they just summarize the contents of the book. Move 1 
followed by 80% of the researchers. Move 2 which is about the summary of the book followed 
by every author several time which shows that it is the most favorite move of the authors. The 
third and fourth move followed less times as compare to the second move, although, they are 
equally important as move 2. The overall analysis shows that the motivation to read the book 
is missing in the book reviews. At the end, the researchers presented their own model which 
was more schematic and more detailed. It would help the book review writers to observe and 
examine the book in question from a variety of perspectives and also reflect their personal but 
unbiased and honest views.  
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This paper critically explores the use of content and narrative techniques of the modern era in 
A Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce. After the horrifying effects of World 
War I & II, the literary writers have rejected the old norms and traditions in writing and adopted 
innovative literary and linguistic techniques to contribute expression to their thoughts. This 
research work critically evaluates the modern practices used by Joyce in order to bring forth 
the inner working of human mind in the challenging world. It aptly gives, not only a reflection 
of the specific time period, but also presents the intricacies faced by modern man in social 
spectrum. The purpose of this research is to find out the effect of textual modus operandi used 
in James Joyce’s novel A Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man. This study explains the extent 
to which the modern techniques are explored in the novel and specifies the linguistic 
parameters operating within. Basically, the study is focusing on the text and the techniques 
used, due to which the novel is categorized as a modern piece of art.Qualitative Method, based 
on textual analysis, is used to analyze the data in the novel. The modern codes for analysis in 
this novel are structural experimentation, stream of consciousness, individualism, epiphany, 
subjectivity and other stylistic devices such as use of imagery and symbols, music etc. The 
research finds out that modern movement has produced a great variety of thematic, stylistic 
and linguistic apparatuses which are helping modern writers to cope with the psychological 
convolutions present in society. Through textual analysis, the present study also implicates that 
how the insinuation of the era in political, social, economic and religious setting, has shaded 
Joyce’s work.  

 Keywords: modus operandi, structural experimentation, stream of consciousness, 
individualism, psychological convolutions.  
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Innovation is the key to success; by using an innovative approach like Corpus research the 
valuable insights in various areas of language description are explored. The current study is a 
corpus-driven research which focuses on the study of the “suspended quotations” used by 
Kamila Shamsie in her novel “Burnt Shadows”. Suspended quotations are the interruptions of 
a character’s speech by at least five words Lambert (1981). The computer assisted study of 
literary texts can be a major contribution to the study of linguistic devices. So, the study of 
suspended quotations gives us insights into the presentation of character information and how 
the character discourse is organized in the text. Current research highlights and investigates the 
linguistic choices used in the suspended quotations and looks upon the cognitive development 
of characters and explore their characteristics with the help of suspended quotations used by 
Kamila Shamsie in her novel “Burnt Shadows”. Through these features the themes of love, 
family, politics, and the characteristics of key characters in the novel are elaborated in the 
current study. The current study is a corpus-driven research; thus, a special corpus of the novel 
has been prepared to analyze with the help of Antconc software to find out the key characters 
of the novel and then they are spotted in the corpus of the novel to find out the suspended 
quotations used with the major characters in the novel. The corpus model of stylistics proposed 
by Mahlberg and Smith (2012) has been employed to find out suspended quotations to study 
the relationship of key characters in the novel with other characters and the themes of love, 
family and politics. The current research concludes on how Kamila Shamsie has used linguistic 
choices in the suspended quotations which elaborates the relationship of key characters with 
the society and arouse the elements of love, family, and the impact of the British empowerment 
over the subcontinent.   
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The application of cognitive poetics to analyze mind-modelling with corpus stylistics is very 
effective in understanding the development of characterization in Pakistani English fiction. The 
analysis of cognitive characteristics of major characters traces several stylistic patterns on 
which a reader can create the fictional mind. The current study was conducted to investigate 
semantic domain, keywords and concordance lines to show the functions of body language, 
gestures and concordance lines in the cognitive development of characters in Sara Suleri’s 
Meatless Days. The objectives of the study were to explore the cognitive development of the 
characters and to explore the min-modelling through characterization in Meatless Days. A 
Special Corpus was compiled and the data were tagged to find key semantic domains via 
Wmatrix4. The data were analyzed to find the keywords and concordance lines through 
AntConc 3.5.8. The major characters were discussed as keywords in this study. The author 
used different speech patterns and suspended quotations to explore the cognitive development 
and mind-modelling of characters “Ifat” and “Shahid” in the novel. This study based on the 
model of Stockwell and Mahlberg (2015), in which they introduced the model of mind-
modelling with corpus stylistics. After analysis of the data, it was found that keywords, 
concordance lines and speech patterns played a key role in understanding the cognitive 
development of characters in the above said novel. The present research may highlight the 
mind-modelling concept in Pakistani English literature. It may help psycholinguists to study 
the psychology of the characters in Pakistani fiction. It may motivate future researchers to 
conduct researches on areas related to cognitive stylistic in Pakistani English literature. The 
study may have implications for curriculum developers and future researchers.  
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Emails are not only a way to communicate instantaneously with our family, friends, colleagues 
and acquaintances all around the world, but they have also become an important tool for 
advertisers to advertise their products. As a matter of fact, the advertisers play games on mind 
of receivers. The selection of linguistic contents such as different words and expressions by the 
advertisers makes their email subject lines so alluring that not only captivates the recipients but 
also affect the purchasing behavior of the people. Therefore, this study tends to analyze the 
linguistic contents of the advertisement email subject lines. The research question is: How do 
the language of advertisement email subjects affect or manipulate the Customer behavior? The 
researcher employs Discourse Analysis (DA) of James Paul Gee as a theoretical framework. 
From the Discourse Analysis tools “The Significance Building Tool” “The doing not just 
saying tool” and “The connections building tools” are used to analyze the data since the study 
contends that the advertisers use language to make their goods or products significant and stand 
out among other products. The researcher selected 10 respondents through random sampling 
and asked them to send advertisement emails which they receive in their email account. 
Furthermore, by employing Purposive sampling, some subject lines were selected for analysis. 
It was found out that advertisers use not only advertisement techniques but also different 
linguistic devices such as speech acts, bold, capital and block words, exclamation marks, and 
poetic devices etc. as eye catchers to affect the buying behavior of the receivers. The findings 
will offer consumers to have an insight about the manipulative language of advertisement email 
subjects crafted by the advertisers.   
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A political conflict/controversy integrates varied discursive perceptive between the involved actors 
based on their positional differences. This study scrutinised the use of discourse in the description 
of a universal conflict i.e. terrorism. Terrorism took a form almost with the emergence of states, 
but it got the status of an international issue conspicuously after 9/11. The terrorist attacks of Sept. 
11, 2001 in NYC changed the perceptions of terrorism & counterterrorism across the world and 
introduced the world to a new genre; ‘war on terror’. The post 9/11 combative contest split the 
world into two major segments: Muslim or Eastern World; alleged for terrorism spread, and Non-
Muslim or Western World; concerned counterterrorism states. The stigmatization of Muslims, 
through Post 9/11 discourse, made them a minority, and eventually strengthened West over its 
claim of being anti-terrorist states. The study aimed to explore the exercise of varying power 
relations and the erratic representation of a conflict via framing of alternative discourse practices 
by Western and Eastern state representatives at UNGA, carrying variant ideas and beliefs about a 
universal conflict. The study comprised following research questions:      
(A ) What kind of alternative discourse practices pertaining to varying ideologies are exercised by 
selected Western and Eastern state representatives? (B) To what extent discursive closure exists in 
configuring a speech?  (C ) How are the varying views over political conflict framed and presented 
through discourse by selected Western and Eastern state representatives? (D) What kind of 
discourse practices are employed by selected Western and Eastern political leaders, which reflect 
power dynamics?  
Following the purposive sampling technique, e-version of the transcripts of speeches from six 
states, three Western and three Eastern, were taken from three consecutive session of UNGA 71st, 
72nd and 73rd. The selected data was coded and analysed following the framework; ‘Framing 
Parameters’, presented by Simmon-Scoville (2009), in alliance with PDA (Dijk, 1997).  
Conclusively, the study explored the differential and divergent hold of actors over the controversy 
where West remained determined to its claim of anti-terrorist community, fighting to exterminate 
terrorism being flourished, supported, financed and sponsored by the East. While, East 
endeavoured to make the world recognize that despite being victims of terrorism for decades, it’s 
continuously struggling to eradicate terrorism from across the world.  
Keywords: Framing, Terrorism, Post 9/11 Discourse, Western Political Discourse, Eastern 
Political Discourse, Ideological & Power Discrepancies.  
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On 5th of August, 2019 the Indian government challenged the semi-autonomous status of 
conflicted Muslim majority region of Jammu & Kashmir through the abolishment of decades-
old laws (“Grim reality of IHK,” 2019). Abrogation of Article 370 not only triggered 
controversial reactions throughout the world but it consequently produced dissimilar portrayal 
of the incident. The current study aims at exploring the power of words reflecting differences 
in ideological perspectives of three different countries regarding one of the most pressing issues 
surrounding Kashmir in the current age through the use of language. Comparative study has 
been carried out by analyzing the English newspaper editorials of Pakistan, India and the USA, 
published from August 6, 2019 to October 5, 2019. A total number of 25 editorials were 
retrieved from the main websites of the selected newspapers. The data were analyzed through 
the lens of framing theory, whereas the frames proposed by Semetko and Valkenburg’s (2000) 
were adopted for assessment. The language used by three different media reflected different 
perception of the decision. For instance, Pakistan calling it as unlawful act condemned the 
decision; India called it as a perfect move while the USA remained neutral by expressing only 
the factual information. The words choice reflected the excessive use of conflict frame 
followed by responsibility frame, the human-interest frame and then the morality frame. While 
portraying the incident, all the articles mirrored ideological perspectives of their respective 
countries:  Pakistani editorials showed sympathetic attitude towards Kashmir and strongly 
reflected their ideology of two-nation theory, Indian media showed Kashmir as their integral 
part and warmly welcomed the decision while USA’s role was reflected as neutral. The current 
study will provide an insight in to the discursive strategies used in the discourse and the 
ideological stance taken by each media with reference to abrogation of Article 370.The study 
will also provide suggestions by revealing the linguistic manipulation done by writers and stop 
this unending war of words. 
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A vast number of Private schools are being operated along with government schools, to impart 
education to the people of Pakistan. The current pandemic has affected almost every walk of 
life. Educational institutions are not an exceptional case in these crises. But the behavior of 
private school owners is quite different under this pandemic known as COVID-19. The current 
study will highlight the revolting behavior of private school owners against the government 
orders of reducing the fees up to 20% of the students, studying in the private schools of Punjab 
during this pandemic. The research study is focused on qualitative research methodology under 
the influence of discourse analysis which is yet another data collecting instrument used in the 
research method of analyzing the texts focusing on the connection between language, power 
and social practice. It helps to analyze the conversation with a specific focus on the meanings 
derived from a particular context. A TV talk show, Education TV, is taken as source of data. 
A major episode is selected for the data. The data of some Private schools (with fictitious 
names) regarding their financing; income and expenditures, are also gathered as a helping 
source. First the discussion will be analyzed according to the surface meaning following by 
going into the depth and analyzing the deeper meaning at last, using Fairclough TODA 
((Textually-Oriented Discourse Analysis) model. TODA must involve ‘linguistic description 
of the language text, interpretation of the relationship between the (productive and 
interpretative) discursive processes and the text, and explanation of the relationship between 
the discursive processes and the social processes’ (Fairclough 1995: 97, original emphasis).  
Findings from the deductive content analysis of the discussion explains that the behavior of the 
private school owners is revolting rather obeying the government orders and providing ease 
and comforts to the people under these crucial circumstances.   

Keywords: Covid-19, financial crisis, pandemic, Private schools, revolting behavior, TV talk 
show,  
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The Global Pandemic (Covid 19) has taken the world by storm and increasingly forced 
humanity to deliberate a post humanistic worldview. With the recent warning ushered by the 
World Health Organization that Coronavirus “may never go away” (Johnson, 2020), increasing 
speculations and widespread fear of having to live with the disease are invoking panic. In 
Atwood’s own words, “What if we continue on the road we’re already on? How slippery is the 
slope?” (2005: 285-86). This paper analyses two of Atwood’s novels, Oryx and Crake and The 
Handmaid’s Tale to understand the discourse of fear in a Post humanistic worldview. The 
purpose is to denote how Margaret Atwood’s speculative fiction not only imagines a future of 
a post apocalypse but intends to go back to the root cause of why such problems arose in the 
first place. Atwood in her novels presents a minimalistic lifestyle, arduous shortage of food, 
lack of occupations, corporations trying to control the environment and a rigid separation 
between the inside and outside, all of which have become part and parcel of the current 
humanity’s life, post Covid 19. Outer spaces are becoming increasingly unsafe as man is 
shoved into his inner recesses. This paper uses the Post-humanism theories by Jacques Derrida 
as a theoretical framework to understand whether the post-apocalyptic worldview of the 
coronavirus, is merely a created rhetorical narrative or does it really have an environmental 
root cause. Derrida sees the paradoxical nature of apocalyptic discourse: the fact that it is 
indeed a discourse (Derrida, 1984) and humanity has not ended yet.  Atwood’s speculative 
fiction similarly plays with these possibilities in a post apocalypse, blending real life incidents 
with a fictive worldview. Just like Atwood’s novels, most people experienced the start of the 
Coronavirus as a page out of fairy-tale. Therefore, the implications of this research paper 
attempt to raise questions on the possibility of sharing a common world with non-human 
(including inanimate) and hostile environment based on Derrida's conception of habitat and of 
the world as fractured and constructed.  
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The dawn of 21st century witnesses a significant fraction of women fraternity being deprived 
of the basic human rights. Accordingly, academic research writers reveal these issues through 
different mediums. Firstly, the study of such language patterns used by academicians to 
highlight women’s issues enables us to analyze certain discourse patterns in a descriptive way. 
Moreover, it reveals the function of language as a symbolic recourse to create personal, social 
and cultural meanings and identities (Tannen, 2001). For the representative portrayal of 
women, both the language and the user of the language play a significant role (Amjad & Rasul, 
2017). Relating it to Pakistani context, it is indispensable to discover the status of women, and 
discern whether the discourse employed by the academicians portray Pakistani women 
accurately. The current study aims to explore the representation of women by academicians in 
different journals of Social Sciences. With the theoretical underpinning of Fairclough’s model 
of CDA, the data is collected from different journals and collocates of women are analyzed 
using corpus tool, Antconc. The data reveals that the academicians have created a balance by 
representing both sides of society regarding women: on one side of the continuum, women are 
being oppressed by the Pakistani society; conversely, they are also apprised as free and 
independent. The current study attests the role of Journals of Gender Studies in highlighting 
the voices of women. Based on this result, the current research provides certain pathways to 
the new researchers to analyze such issues from different emerging angles, such as, 
representation of women in comparison with representation of men.  
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The Turkish television drama serial Dirilis Ertugrul, (Resurrection: Ertugrul in English) is 
based on the life of the 13th-century Muslim Oghuz Turk leader, Ertugrul, who rises from 
common nomad alp (soldier) to an instrumental figure in laying foundation of the great 
Ottoman Empire. This serial has a phenomenal success of viewership in Pakistan (390 million 
viewers in Pakistan in 2020) since its launch on 25 April, 2020. It is often compared to US TV 
drama serial Game of Thrones which has earned almost 11million viewers in US. 
This paper investigates the high popularity index of Dirilis Ertugrul within the context of Covid 
19 Pandemic, a time of unprecedented social inertia and isolation. By applying Media Stylistics 
(Lambrou and Durant, 2014) as the critical framework, the paper argues that this serial is aimed 
to be Asclepion Discourse and the social context with its peculiar uncertain 
emotional/psychological milieu caused by Covid 19 pandemic has influenced the popularity 
index of the serial. Media Stylistics combines the analytic toolkits of discursive psychology 
and stylistics. Discursive Psychology helps explore contextual specificities of a discourse while 
stylistic helps in understanding rhetorical/narratorial specificities. By combining these two 
analytical approaches, the study has been carried out on two levels; first stylistic analysis of 
the selected parts (purposive sampling) has been done that foregrounds Ertugrul’s role as 
Asclepius, the god of healing, truth, and prophecy in Greek Mythology. At second level a 
survey has been administrated to 100 participants, (all viewers of the drama serial) to 
substantiate the researcher’s claim on contextual specificities of the serial. The study is limited 
in its scope as it works on selected parts of the epic drama and data has been collected from a 
small sample and findings cannot be generalized. The study is original in using critical 
approach of Media Stylistic on a visual text. It is also significant in highlighting the impact of 
media content on social psyche in times of global calamity.  
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This research aims to examine the role that social media influencers are playing in the wake of 
COVID 19. Social media influencers provide information as well as shape the mind-set of the 
consumers. They highlight the important events and define the ways for other consumers to 
understand and behave in such circumstances. In the wake of pandemic, social media 
influencers have shown double standards. On one hand, they are criticizing people for violating 
safety rules like ‘stay home, stay safe’. On the other hand, they themselves are seen violating 
these safety rules at a point. This creates an environment of hypocrisy which is described as Us 
good/Them bad by Piotr Cap (2006). Piotr Cap devised the theory  ‘proximization’ to critically 
analyse the legitimization process in political discourse. But this technique is now widely used 
to analyse public discourse ranging from health, environment and technology. Porximization 
is a discursive strategy used to present physically and temporally distant events and states of 
affairs (including “distant” adversarial ideologied) as increasingly and negatively 
consequential to the speaker and the addressee. The speaker legitimizes his/her actions by 
neutralizing the impact of ‘foreign, alien, antagonistic’ entities. This research studies the 
phenomenon of legitimization in social media discourse on COVID10 rhetoric by applying 
proximization theory of Cap (2006). This research is qualitative in nature. The research design 
is cross-sectional. The sampling technique used to collect data is purposive and selective. The 
data is collected from the online social media account (Facebook wall) of a prominent singer 
and social worker who has an influence on young generation. Results show that the social 
media influencers legitimize their out-going and outdoor working as legitimate whereas they 
criticize masses for their out-door activities. And the paradox is these social media influencers 
have caught the COVID. The goal of this research is to account for strategic regularities 
underlying forced construal in public discourse.   
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This study examines the use of semiotic resources, deployed by English newspapers to 
perpetuate discourse of fear and Sinophobia about the novel Coronavirus. What is thought 
provoking with this ongoing pandemic of the novel Coronavirus is not its scale, but the reaction 
of governments and media to contain the spread of the Novel Coronavirus-19.This study 
explores: How discourse of fear and Sinophobia were expressed by the highly circulated 
English newspapers in the world? The data was based on 10 editorial articles of four English 
newspapers: “The New York Times, The Guardian, The Tribune, and The Japan Times”. In 
addition to this, 30 participants’ perceptions about the semiotic choices used by these 
newspapers were studied to support the findings from the selected editorials. Emerging 
discursive themes were interpreted through thematic analysis by codifying the qualitative data. 
The findings reveal that semiotic resources deployed by the selected English newspapers 
created a discourse of fear and eventually anti-Chinese sentiments. Moreover, the use of 
semiotic resources by the English newspapers are well replicated by the participants, as their 
comments on these semiotic resources surface positive self-claim and negative out-group. They 
divide between ‘us’ and ‘them’, have and have not, eventually widened the language of fear, 
panic, and hatred. This thesis contributes to the studies on discourse of fear and Sinophobia 
created by media to serve political interests. This study recommends replacing the current 
semiotic choices used by the media with neutral, honest and positive lexical and visual choices. 
Moreover, the discourse of fear and Sinophobia must be replaced with discourse of medical 
officials that must use factual language and show optimistic visuals to build policies for the 
most vulnerable in the world. I would recommend socio-political researchers to conduct a study 
to see the influence of a complicated socio-political setting which shapes or formulates press 
biases and journalists’ opinions. 
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This study aims to explore the asymmetrical gender representation sustained through animated 
ghost stories of children. The ulterior motif of this paper is to scrutinize the subtle ideological 
power underpinnings in the visual dimension that lead towards stereotypical positioning of 
female gender. Researchers have analyzed two short animated ghost stories of children ranging 
in length from 9-10 minutes. The stories are selected from YouTube through purposive 
sampling from the specified population of English and Hindi ghost stories. The 
psychoanalytical and socio-cognitive aspects of stereotypical positioning of women are 
investigated by visual (semiotic) and discourse analysis. Semiotic analysis has been carried out 
by applying Semiotic Theory (Barthes, 1968) on the still images (screenshots) that are extracted 
from the sample where the petrified female ghost is shown petrifying the audience. Along with 
that triangulated Approach to Manipulation (Van Dijk,1998) is used for analyzing different 
ways in which manipulative phenomena are exercised in the animated ghost stories. This 
qualitative exploratory study has aimed to analyze three aspects: The stereotypical portrayal of 
female ghost, the impact of female ghost on the other characters, the impact of female ghost 
on the audience. The ideological discourse and semiotic analysis of the visual, verbal and non-
verbal aspects portray that the presence of female ghost is common in all the selected ghost 
videos alike. In the selected ghost videos the story has been narrated by the male lens. The 
ghost videos, commonly called ghost stories have massive young viewership falling between 
the age brackets of 5 to 15 years. The manipulative feminine portrayals stereotype negativity, 
repulsion and petrification with the female gender. The gendered representation of ghost in one 
of the most prominent genres of children’s literature is objectionable. This manipulative 
portrayal is one of the reasons behind rendering of women as the other or the second sex by 
society at large.  

Keywords: Animated children ghost stories, Semiotic analysis, female ghosts, Feminist 
Critical Discourse Analysis, stereotypical positioning  
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This study expounds upon the “Critical Discourse Analysis of Paranormalities Redefining 
Pakistani Consciousness in The Last Metaphor by Usman Ali. This study signifies the sheer 
prevalence of paranormal occurrences in the play, as observed and perceived by the two main 
characters. It aims at exploring the human inclinations to reach the pinnacle point of curiosity 
first, and then to the point of ultimate knowledge wrapped in larger than life truth. This study 
problematized the normal day to day happenings into the philosophic debate of life, death and 
life after death in such a sequence that penetrates into the minds a dire need for compassion 
and humanity. The pivotal focus of this research is to unearth the reactions of the modern men 
towards the least noticeable event of the death of a dog on the road. Jugnoo undergoes the 
distorted moments in his life after bringing the dead body of the dog to his home. The death 
rituals of the dog performed by Jugnoo and Banka refer to the journey of man from primitive 
to the civilized existence where the sufferings of animals conjure equal compassion like the 
miseries of the human beings. Wodak’s Discourse Historical Approach (2001) will be applied 
as a frame work for this research. This study finds that the trivial events are sometimes potent 
enough to trigger compassion among the individuals that consequentially may initiate the 
construction of a humane nation on the collective level.  This study has further implications for 
the future researchers exploring the psycho-spiritual existence of human beings in the light of 
latest existential theories.  
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Newspapers are considered a significant part of media where the editorials may denote the 
central policy, hidden agenda and above all the implicit ideology prevailing in society. Two 
neighbouring countries, India and Pakistan have a conflict of interests, a struggle for power 
superiority and dominance which is quite evident in the discourse used by their people in 
different forms.  From this perspective, the present research study aims to critically analyze 
the editorials of Pakistani and Indian newspapers on the specific issue of Pulwama attack, 
which occurred on February 14, 2019. This incident was a suicide attack on an Indian convoy. 
It received immense media coverage both at the national and international level. The present 
study has used the method of Critical Discourse Analysis, the ideological square model of Van 
Dijk (1998)  as a theoretical framework. The schema of “us" versus "them" is used to identify 
Indian political stance in editorials as ‘them’ and Pakistani political stance as ‘us’ or vice-
versa. This has been done through the comparison of lexical and syntactical choices with 
reference to the represented ideologies, in the Pakistani and Indian newspaper editorials 
pertaining to the Pulwama attack specifically. Editorials for analysis are selected through 
purposive sampling and a qualitative research design is followed. The editorial of four Indian 
newspapers “The Hindu" ,"The Times of India" , "Hindustan Times” and “Indian Punchline” 
and four Pakistani newspapers "Pakistan Today" "The Nation" ,"The Dawn" and “The Express 
Tribune” are taken for data analysis. Editorials represent the public opinion keeping in view 
the social, cultural, religious and political aspects of the society they are living in. Thus, their 
opinion cannot be completely biased- free. Somehow, they portray the situation using their 
lenses of national ideology. These newspapers can be used as a platform to develop a 
consensus over the major political issues in both these countries. This research may help to 
discover new strategies to accomplish the task of maintaining peace among these countries 
which can trigger to indulge in those practices which bring harmony and peace among these 
countries.   
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With the spread of COVID-19, many rumors, conspiracy theories, discourse of fear, and 
reckless attitude of the people towards the disease came into existence (Rafi, 2020). The 
mainstream media was the main source to educate the masses against such idiosyncrasies and 
make them save themselves from the disease and its other harmful impacts. Therefore, it urges 
to investigate the effectiveness of COVID-19 awareness campaigns/videos broadcast on 
Pakistani mainstream media during the pandemic. Drawing on a critical action-implicative 
discourse analysis, the study aims at examining COVID-19 awareness campaigns on Pakistani 
TV Channels and further proposes some ideals for effective campaigns. To identify the 
effectiveness of these campaigns, the data was collected into two phases. In first phase, a 
questionnaire about some general questions on coronavirus was administered to 126 
undergraduate students selected using purposive sampling technique. Its analysis was done 
using frequency and percentage of the responses. In the second phase, through a search for 
COVID-19 campaigns on YouTube and Facebook, a corpus of 70 campaign/video link was 
built, and then a multimodal discourse analysis of these campaigns was carried out using Kress 
and van Leeuwen’s Visual Grammar (2006). The results of the questionnaire showed that many 
participants believed in conspiracy theories, and many were in the favor of taking aggressive 
actions such as a strict lockdown, although they were ignorant of the actual economic 
conditions of Pakistan. The multimodal discourse analysis of campaigns revealed that a few 
campaigns (e.g. the campaigns of SAMAA TV, PTV, and ISPR) contain somewhat better 
socio-semiotic resources (e.g. language, signs, sound, color, picture, animation, actions, etc.) 
for the audience, but most campaigns (e.g. the campaigns of Geo TV, ARY, etc.) lack the 
action-implicative discourses. The researchers also intervened by developing some ideal 
campaigns focusing on action-implication. The study suggests that TV campaigns be culturally 
and psychologically fit to the context and be action-implicative. 

Keywords: COVID-19 awareness campaigns, critical action implicative discourse analysis, 
ideal discourses  
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Critical discourse analysis considers language use as a form of social practice. A specific 
discourse; written or spoken can stem from different sources such as power, social or cultural 
background, region, or social status. The present study aims to investigate political discourse 
to highlight discursive strategies adopted by political leaders to present their visions, promises 
about the betterment and development of the country, and how they suppress each other and 
legitimize their power through linguistic choices and discursive strategies. The researcher has 
collected the data purposively from the discourses of two significant political personalities of 
America: Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton’s speeches (2016). The sample of two speeches 
of both political leaders consists of one speech of Trump and one speech of Hillary Clinton 
from the websites; politico and voanews respectively. The mixed-method approach has been 
adopted by the researcher; mixing of qualitative with a corpus-based approach. At the primary 
level, AntConc version 3.58 has been used to check the concordance and KWIC of modal verbs 
along with pronouns; I, we, you, and other frequencies. Then at secondary level, the language 
is critically decoded and a comparison has been drawn through using Fairclough’s selected 
analytical tools along with three stages. The conceptual framework of power and ideology 
provided by Fairclough has been used. The findings of the study have shown that Donald 
trump’s speech has more discursive construction of vision about the future and attacks than 
Hillary Clinton’s speech. The study would provide a critical view of the political discourse of 
prominent leaders and how they use discourse to convince and legitimize their power and 
status.  

Keywords: Critical discourse analysis, Fairclough’s three-dimensional model, power, 
ideology, AntConc. 
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The current research study describes the critical discourse analysis of the "World Health 
Organization's (WHO) tweets" regarding Covid-19 with the perspective of the discourse of 
fear. This research article is driven by WHO's tweets from its twitter handle (a micro-blogging 
social platform). This study is significant in terms of acquainting social media users regarding 
new rhetorical trends that give rise to the negative emotion typology means fear through Covid-
19's discourse. The purpose of this study is to scrutinize rhetorical discursive structures and 
cognitive elements, and the way social (fear) components reflect within them. For this aim, 
WHO's tweets are interrogated by established van Dijk's (1998) Theoretical model. Through 
this framework, the discursive patterns, ideological elements, and cognitive components within 
WHO's tweets are investigated. This research paper qualitatively analyzes the WHO's tweets 
regarding Covid-19 with the perspective of the discourse of fear from van Dijk's critical vista. 
Mainly two questions are stated on functional components and social-cognitive vista in WHO's 
Tweets with the perspective of the discourse of fear. The forty tweets of WHO are taken as 
samples among more than 500 tweets as a population. The analysis concludes that tweets 
regarding Covid-19 are enriched with discursive, cognitive, and social components with a 
Discourse of fear. Coming researchers can adapt the same research by using a Fairclough 3D 
Model.  

 Keywords: CDA, Covid-19, cognitive and discursive elements, discourse of fear, social  
components, Tweets, van Dijk.  
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 This research study is based on the critical discourse analysis of news headlines of different 
Urdu and English newspapers on the federal Pakistani budget for the fiscal year 2020-2021. 22 
different headlines from renowned Pakistani Urdu and English newspapers on June 13, 2020, 
were randomly collected. The study highlights the concealed ideology of newspaper editors 
who aims to arouse masses by using stirring vocabulary. The significance of this study lies in 
the vocabulary of news items of newspapers headlines which serve as an important medium of 
presenting ideologies. Thematic and the linguistic analysis of newspaper headlines highlights 
that newspapers are concealed with important orientations for readers. The study draws the 
conclusion that news headlines represent editors’ ideologies on their political inclinations in 
spite of their claim to be impartial. 

Keywords: Budget, Newspaper Headlines, Critical Discourse Analysis, Ideology, Politics.  
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This paper aims to highlight the issue of racism and racial discrimination based on superior 
mindset faced by aboriginal people in Australia. The major concern of research is to discuss 
the binaries i.e. superior and inferior race, made on the basis of racism. It highlights the 
sufferings of the socially inferior considered race. The discourse used for research is movie 
“Rabbit Proof Fence” which explains story of a victim aboriginal girl. It is a thought provoking 
and eyeopening social drama. Moreover this paper will discuss about the psychological and 
physical sufferings based on racial discrimination. The reason of this racism is mapped out to 
be the superior white colonial mindset. Fairclough’s three dimensional model is used as major 
theoretical framework for the present research. The discourse is analyzed through qualitative 
method. The findings of the study are that the film is racist discourse and it describes the 
unequal, cruel and ruthless behavior of white people towards the mixed race aboriginal race. 
But one thing should be kept in mind that it portrayed the resistance as the protagonist (Molly) 
resisted the power at every place and every time. It highlights the social issue as mothers could 
not live with their children, children were abducted and were subjected to loss of their 
childhood freedom. As they were given birth in the forests or remote area, Jiggling from mixed 
race half caste children they are a victim of violence and racial discrimination. The main point 
that should be taken in account is that she challenged the racial violence. It could be seen that 
the power enactment and the power resistance had to be parallel for survival of oppressed. So 
in this way racial discrimination and its impacts as a voice of aboriginals are discussed. The 
film distributed an ideology that racial discrimination should be abolished from the society. All 
the humans should be given right to live freely as they want. It has criticized the barbarianism 
of Australian on aboriginals. 
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Given concerns with terrorism worldwide, this paper contributes to the relationship between 
language and terrorist agendas (see, e.g., Shuy, 2010). It aims to empirically investigate the 
patterns of use of person pronouns (and their interpersonal function of involvement) and the most 
frequent lexical items (and themes thereof) as lexical features that mark a corpus of 30,000 words 
of English translations of public statements declared by bin Laden (of al-Qaeda), Shekau (of Boko 
Haram), and al-Baghdadi (of ISIS). The texts were drawn from open sources, e.g., the Internet 
websites. Each author's set of texts (10,000 words) created a sub-corpus. The texts were spell-
checked prior to analysis. LIWC2015 program (Pennebaker et al., 2015) was used to identify the 
frequency of pronouns; the concordancing tool AntConc (Anthony, 2019) was used to: generate 
a word frequency list, and identify concordance lines for exploring words in context. The 
functions of pronouns were explored in their concordance lines. The top 32 frequently used lexical 
items (totaling 22% of the corpus word count) were ('manually') thematically grouped. The 
findings uncovered common themes across sub-corpora: religion, geopolitics and 
socioeconomics, and military/violence which colour the organizations' semantic domains and 
orientations, signaling ideology, interests and agenda, and aggressive attitude. The findings 
revealed increased use of first versus second or third person pronouns, suggesting great insecurity 
and feelings of threat and a heightened sense of personalization (cf. Gales, 2010; Pennebaker & 
Chung, 2007). Person pronouns serve to legitimize the use of violence and mobilize joint action 
(i.e. 'Our' fight). Strikingly, the first person pronouns play a key involvement role through: 
constructing the identity of authors and establishing a connection between their organizations and 
the religio-political identity of wider audience (realized mainly in the inclusive 'we'); indicating 
a high level of involvement of the author/organization in audience's spheres of life, constructing 
solidarity, intimacy, affiliation and consensus (as in 'our Muslim brothers', 'our prophet'); and 
presenting organizations as deictic centers for interpersonal relationships and merging the speaker 
and audience, particularly when allocated a "passivated" role (e.g., '…weaken our front'). This 
study provides cues to linguistically  profile terrorist groups, and computational thematic 
annotation.  
Keywords: computational linguistics, involvement, lexical features, theme, terrorist 
discourse  
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New varieties of English have taken birth across the world with distinct linguistic, phonological 
and grammatical features since past few decades. English has turned into world Englishes 
bearing multicultural identities. Pakistani English is a non-native independent variety, having 
distinctive registers which demonstrate variation at all linguistic levels. Register is an index to 
locate these situational and linguistic differences between varieties.   Previous studies 
conducted on Pakistani English register just focused on individual linguistic features but Biber 
(1988) made it clear that Register based studies should focus on the co-occurring linguistic 
features. The objective of the present was to explore linguistic variation utilizing 
Multidimensional (MD) analysis across Pakistan and British Obituaries according to Biber 
(1988) five textual dimensions. The present study is based on the multidimensional analysis of 
Pakistani and British obituaries after constructing special purpose corpus. A specialized 
representative corpus of Pakistan and British obituaries was designed by stratified random 
sampling, having 512, 988 words and was divided into 6 categories. For compiling the 
representative corpus of obituaries register, three important newspapers of Pakistan and three 
newspapers of British were chosen. All the MS word files were then converted into Plain text 
for further analysis. The representative corpus of Pakistan and British obituaries registers was 
tagged using a computer program called Biber Grammatical Tagger, at North Arizona 
University, USA. The tagger identified 154 linguistic features such as words classes, semantic 
classes, lexico-grammatical classes and semantic structures. Mean dimension scores of 
Pakistan and British obituaries were computed individually using MS Excel 2010 and 
compared to explore situational and linguistic differences and their communicative functions. 
The finding of the study has revealed that the language of Pakistani obituaries was highly 
informational, more narrative, less explicit, less covertly argumentative and more abstract 
informational as compared to British obituaries which revealed less informational, less 
narrative, more explicit and elaborated, more covertly persuasive and more abstract impersonal 
discourse. The individual Categories of Pakistan and British obituaries have also explored and 
revealed statistically significant linguistic variation on all the five dimensions. The present 
study would be highly significant for future researchers, second language learners and teachers, 
syllabus designers, Obituarists, IT experts and computational linguists.  
Keywords: MD analysis, Obituaries, Language variation  
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Pakistani English is a non-native separate variety, having unique registers that establish 
differences in all the linguistic levels. Earlier studies have emphasized on the language of few 
Pakistani written registers however with the widespread usage of electronic and digital 
technology, new medical registers are developing quickly. Pharmaceutical texts are one of the 
new medical registers and also known as text based variety. Earlier quantitative studies on the 
language of medical register have emphasized on the individual linguistic characteristics 
however the co-occurring characteristics of linguistic differences are still required to be 
discovered. The aim of the present study was to identify linguistic variation using MD Analysis 
across Pakistani and British pharmaceutical texts and their registers according to Biber 1988 
five textual dimensions. A special purpose corpus of Pakistani and British pharmaceutical texts 
was built by the random sampling having half million words and was divided into eight 
categories. For assembling the special purpose corpus of Pakistani and British Pharmaceutical 
texts registers, the following prominent Pharmaceutical companies were selected: Pakistani 
(Safron, GSK, Getz, Abbot) and British (Biogen, Sanofi, Pfizer and Merck). There were eight 
documents in the corpus four Pakistani Pharmaceutical documents and four British 
Pharmaceutical documents. All the MS word files were then converted into plain texts for 
further analysis. The corpus was divided into two parts. The first part has the details about 
distribution of corpus into eight categories as registers of Pakistani and British Pharmaceutical 
texts and the number of words in each category. In the second part, the coding of each category 
of Pakistani and British Pharmaceutical texts was discussed for tagging and analyzing the 
linguistic variation among them.  The special purpose corpus was tagged by using Biber MD 
Tagger, at North Arizona University, USA and 154 linguistic characteristics were calculated. 
Mean dimension scores of Pakistani and British pharmaceutical texts and their registers were 
computed using MS Excel 2010 and compared to identify linguistic variation. Biber MD 
tagging was carried out to explore analytically significant linguistic differences. The findings 
of the research has shown that language of Pakistani pharmaceutical texts was highly 
informational, more narrative, more explicit, less covertly of persuasive and argumentative and 
more abstract informational as compared to British pharmaceutical texts which has shown less 
informational, less narrative, less explicit and elaborated and more covertly persuasive and less 
abstract impersonal discourse. The categories of Pakistani and British pharmaceutical texts 
have shown analytically significant linguistic variation on Biber 1988 five textual dimensions. 
The internal variation between the registers of both the varieties was also explored.  
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The study of collocation and semantic prosody has attracted the interest of many researchers. 
‘Collocations of a given word are statements of the habitual or customary places of that word’ 
(Firth, 1957. p. 181). Semantic prosody can be defined as, a neutral word perceived 
connotational coloring because of the surrounding collocates (Partington, 2004). The process 
of arising meanings from the relation of node words and the typical collocates around them has 
facilitated learners to derive meanings through context systematically. The study focused on 
exploring semantic prosody and collocations in selected Islamic studies research papers. The 
current study explores different themes, such as rights of women, parenting, inheritance and 
equality, in the research papers by studying collocation networks and semantic prosody. In this 
work collocations of node words extracted and their meanings explored with the help of 
semantic prosodies of these lexical patterns by using Lancsbox and wordlist extracted from the 
corpus. The data for this research was collected from HEC recognized journals through simple 
random sampling. 60 research papers were collected from the year 2013 to 2019. By using 
Lancsbox the collocation and semantic prosody analysis has been done. As a result different 
themes are extracted through different graphs and the difference in semantic prosodies of 
lexical items present in the corpus. This study helps the discourse community to seek various 
combinations of words and to learn their specific contextual meanings.  
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Political discourse is a kind of discourse that entails the speaker's point of view and intent which 
can be studied through critical discourse analysis. This study aims to analyze Pakistan Prime 
Minister Imran Khan’s UN General Assembly Speech as it talks about the most important 
threats the world and Pakistan are currently undergoing, which include global warming, 
islamophobia, the Kashmir issue, and money laundering. UNGA speech is used as it is the 
largest and most respected forum in the world and it engages all the nations. Haliiday’s (1985) 
Interpersonal meta-function is used to identify the thoughts, rationalization of ideas, and 
rhetoric questions that are reflected in Khan’s speech. The data is collected and analyzed 
quantitatively through AntConc software.  The findings reveal that out of 2085 words used in 
the address, modal verbs: Will (0.91%), Must (0.04%), and could (0.09) are the most frequently 
used as they create homogeneity to convey the desired message. Personal pronouns: I (1.10%), 
We (1.72%), and You (0.67) are used to establish a relationship with the audience and create 
coherence in the address. Interrogative and imperative sentences are used to ask rhetoric 
questions from the audience, an act of accusation and statements are made to point out the 
important facts. All findings are discussed with examples from the text, to provide empirical 
evidence. This research shows that how social meaning is constructed in political addresses 
through the use of modality, personal pronouns, and moods, however, there is still a need to 
compare and contrast this methodology by applying it to other political addresses of various 
other politicians  
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Translation is a muddled procedure in light of the fact that the speakers of source text and target 
text have various traditions. At the point when this Translation is of blessed content (Holy 
Quran), the procedure turns out to be increasingly demand more intention on the grounds that 
the source text has explicit words, expressions and phrasing to communicate the religious 
things and folklore of a specific gathering of individuals and it is difficult to locate a precise 
equality for these terms. If we look at the translations of the holy Quran, an issue is found in 
different translations of the Holy Quran. The data comprises of the list of lexical items taken 
randomly from the English Translated versions of the Third complete Surah i-e Al-Imran of 
the Holy Quran. One translation is by Taqi Al- Hilali (oriental) a cultural insider and second 
by George Sale (occidental) a cultural outsider. Data will be analyzed qualitatively. The 
research focused to discover two outcomes the first is: the means by which two translators of 
same text having a place with various squares discover equivalent words in the objective text. 
The second is: how their culture affects them in using such specific words to decipher a blessed 
book (Holy Quran). The outcome of the research is that the cultural background of the 
translators plays a significant role in the process of translation. The research has proved through 
the examples from two different English translations of Surah Al-Imran that how the lexical 
choices opted by two translators lead to the ideological differences. Therefore, for the 
translation of the Holy Quran, only linguistic competence is not enough, moreover nobody can 
translate a religious book like Holly Quran without assiduous knowledge of the religion and 
the specific culture. The translator will disturb the original meaning eventually if deficient in 
the sedulous knowledge and hence could not convey the original meaning that the source text 
contains.   

Keywords: Cultural insider, Cultural outsider, Holy Quran, Ideological difference, Source 
Text, Target text.  
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The study aims at exploring the differences in the English translation of Urdu short stories 
selected from “The House of Loneliness and other short stories” by Zahida Hina in 2017. 
Munday (2012) argues that in translation, the source text is reworked and rearranged causing 
a change in the evaluative meanings of the text (Alsina, Espunya & Naro, 2017). The paper 
builds on the Appraisal framework (Martin & White, 2005) of Discourse Analysis developed 
within Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) with a focus on 
appraisal domain of Graduation. Graduation deals with the grading of emotions in a text 
(Martin & White, 2005). The study finds the answer to the main research questions regarding 
the distribution of appraisal resources which vary across the source text and its translations. 
The data comprises of a short story originally written by Zahida Hina namely ‘   کم  کمبہت آرام
ہے  It is translated by Yousuf Shahid as ‘Kumkum is Fine’ (Faiz et al., 2017). For .’سے 
comparison of both texts (Urdu and English), the data is tagged manually by constructing 
tables. The results of the study have shown that the translated text lacks the evaluated values 
which the source text (Urdu) has. Also, Graduation is crucial to handle in the translation 
because it measures the intensity of emotion depicted in the thing. Additionally, a translator is 
not allowed to change the translation but the analysis has revealed that the translator has added 
those details in the translation which were not present in the source text. Hence, evaluative 
meanings are ultimately changed. Before this study, Appraisal framework has never been used 
to evaluate Urdu language so, the present study can be considered a pioneer as there is not 
sufficient literature available on the application of the Appraisal framework in the Urdu 
language. Also, this study can help the future researchers and translators to evaluate and 
promote Urdu language. Hence, it is significant. 

Keywords: short stories, appraisal, translation, nuances, evaluation 
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The present study examines cultural and poetic features found in poetic translation. 
PostStructuralists diluted the concept of stability of structures and fixity of meanings within a 
given text. According to Jacques Darrida (1966) there is no fixed relationship between word 
and meaning or; signified and signifier, meaning is continuously deferred along a series of 
signifiers. The study is based on Iqbal’s Shikwa translated by Arthur John Arberry. The study 
examines issues hampering poetic translation by applying Dastjerdi’s model. This model 
ensures an empirical basis to study translation of poetry. Dastjerdi’s model has two levels for 
poetry analysis: textual (linguistic) and extra-textual (cultural) levels. The textual level is 
analyzed on forms, sounds, words, images, tone and content of the piece of poetry, whereas, 
extra-textual level analyzes cultural features. The findings show that the translator remains 
faithful to the source text while translating alliteration, assonance, consonance, rhyme and 
images but, he fails to do so while interpreting the anaphors, metaphors, lexical deviations, 
compound words and content levels. He also remains completely out of context at cultural, 
rhythmic and semantic deviation level of translation.   

Keywords: Source Text, Target Text, Dastjerdi’s Model, Post-Structural translation, Poetry 
translation, Shikwa  
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This paper aims to investigate and explain the linguistic innovation of retronyms in Karuk, an 
indigenous Native American language spoken along the Klamath River in northern California. 
Retronyms appeared in Karuk as a result of language contact with nonnative settlers, and while 
retronymy does not make up a majority of the linguistic innovations that came about due to 
cultural contact, this paper argues that retronyms in Karuk reflect the colonial nature of the 
contact between natives and nonnatives as they are an outcome of that very contact. The Karuk 
language was affected by this type of settler-colonialism contact in the sense that it affected 
the native community and number of speakers, but also in that there appeared new linguistic 
innovations in the Karuk language that reflected the nature of contact and the changes it had 
on Karuk society. The paper will examine what Karuk retronyms look like, as well as how 
retronymy in Karuk compares to instances of retronyms found in outside literature. While 
retronymy can come about as a result of natural language change and technological innovations 
in some languages, other languages see retronyms being formed due to colonial contact; this 
paper argues the latter being the case for Karuk retronymy. All of this has an effect on how the 
language is passed down, taught, and preserved.   
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Lexical borrowing is a phenomenon where the recipient language borrows words from the 
donor language due to various reasons and makes them a permanent part of their own language 
system (Khan, 2014). Most of the times the borrowed words go through several morphological 
and phonological changes as per the recipient language to indigenize the loan words. Urdu and 
Pashto are two such Pakistani languages that have borrowed a large part of their vocabulary 
from Arabic and English. The present study aims to see the treatment of these two languages 
towards the loan words borrowed from Arabic and English during the process of plural making. 
It also aims to see the similarities and differences between the treatment of loan words by these 
two languages of Pakistan. Data for Urdu and Pashto has been collected from 8th edition of 
Urdu dictionary Fairoz ul Lughaat and Pashto dictionary Khair ul Lughaat respectively as well 
as the speakers of the languages and media as they represent more informal vocabulary. 
Dictionaries are used to confirm the origin of the borrowed words. The data has been limited 
to nouns only. After data collection, a qualitative analysis is done where researchers analyze 
the number inflections borrowed nouns in Urdu and Pashto go through in case of pluralization. 
Analyzing the borrowed words in respective languages separately, these pattern in both 
languages are compared to investigate how similar the two languages are in treating their 
loanwords. The results show that both languages follow their own morphological rules while 
making plurals of the loan words. Their treatment towards English is similar, however, the 
difference lies in treatment of Arabic words where Pashto tends to follow its own rules, 
whereas, Urdu retains some of the Arabic plurals in literary language (Al-Athwary, 2015) but 
follows its own rules in informal language. The study would increase our understanding of the 
two major languages of Pakistan in terms of how their morphological processes unfold. It 
would help the linguists interested in the local languages of Pakistan to build an understanding 
of the influence of foreign languages on the Pakistani languages.  
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A literature review article evaluates and synthesizes previous research on a topic, reviewing 
the scope and nature of research, the methodologies and techniques used, to identify a gap and 
propose further research in the area based on this gap. Research on the morphological processes 
occurring in Punjabi and Pahari is limited, with the amount of research conducted on Pahari 
being negligible. This paper aims to establish a research niche in borrowing of foreign words 
in both Punjabi and Pahari, and also suggests a proposed study to occupy this niche. Previous 
research is discussed and evaluated, commencing from global trends in lexical borrowing, 
moving to literature on regional languages and culminating in studies of lexical borrowing in 
Punjabi and Pahari.  The appraisal showed very limited scope of study on the topic, delimited 
to discrete aspects of the process such as phonological adaptation. However, an assessment of 
the methods and mechanisms used to study lexical borrowing in other languages indicated a 
way forward in terms of devising a robust methodology including a theoretical framework for 
exploring the morphological processes involved in lexical borrowing in Punjabi and Pahari, as 
well as the motivation behind these borrowings. The review concludes with a suggestion for 
future research; a comparative study on lexical borrowing in Punjabi and Pahari based on 
Haugen’s (1950) model for loanword analysis combined with Kachru’s (2005) deficit and 
dominance hypotheses is proposed as a valuable contribution in this field.  

Keywords: loanwords, morphosyntactic adaptation, assimilation, borrowability, deficit and 
domination hypotheses. 
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Linguistic profiling consists in “determining information about the background of the author of an 
anonymous text” based on its linguistic characteristics (Nini 2014: 13, cf. Schilling and Marsters 
2015, Grant 2008: 223). This may be relevant in cases of (cyber)bullying, missing persons, online 
reputation attacks, terrorism and others where an anonymous text may provide information about 
those responsible and linguistic profiling may reduce the pool of suspects. Successful linguistic 
profiling requires sociolinguistic research that describes the varieties used by social groups. For 
instance, previous research found significant differences between written productions by male and 
female authors (Queralt 2015). However, the current scarcity of such research limits the strength 
of linguistic profiling. The need for research in this field is even more urgent for forensic texts in 
Catalan or other languages spoken in regions where research in forensic linguistics is still in its 
infancy. This longitudinal study analyses the speech of Catalan-speaking adolescents and identifies 
linguistic variables that characterise samples according to speakers’ age, sex and first language 
(L1). The main limitation of this research is that the samples were obtained as part of a larger study 
on languages in education, i.e. not for forensic purposes. The corpus analysed here contains 138 
samples (69 informants x T1 and T2), divided as follows: 32 males and 37 females; 32 Spanish L1 
speakers, 27 Catalan L1 speakers, 10 Catalan and Spanish bilingual L1 speakers; T1 x̅ : 12 years 
old and T2 x̅ : 16 years old. After the frequency of each linguistic variable is quantified for all the 
samples, quantitative analyses of these data will be performed to reveal any possible significant 
relations between the dependent and the independent variables. Thus, definitive results are not yet 
available. Preliminary results nevertheless confirm that statistically significant differences exist 
between samples in different age, sex and L1 groups. The results of this study will be relevant for 
linguistic profiling in general and for casework in Catalan-speaking regions in particular. 
Additionally, this research contributes to the description of Catalan as spoken by young individuals, 
which is still under-researched compared to other areas of Catalan sociolinguistics (Bernal and 
Sinner, 2009: 8).  
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language  
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This research article studied the code switching patterns of Pakistani Punjabi youth. This article 
discussed some possible reasons of code switching with its positive and negative implications 
on Punjabi language. Moreover, it discovered factual details whether Punjabi language was on 
a decline and moving slowly towards its extinction or in contrast prospering gradually 
according to Fishman’s GIDS (Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) as presented by 
Lewis & Simons (2010).  
It was generally observed that students coming to universities from various rural and urban 
families tend to use simultaneously English, Urdu and Punjabi words while speaking in their 
casual environment or with peers. However, they might restrict themselves to only speaking 
Urdu or English while in a formal academic set up like a classroom. It was also observed that 
students with Punjabi as their mother tongue might unconsciously sometimes pick and use 
Punjabi words in their speech in a formal and restricted set up. The Punjabi words selected by 
these students may also be understood by those who don’t have in depth knowledge of Punjabi 
language; the reason for that is its popularity in the social media where songs, jokes and comic 
stories frequently use Punjabi language terms.   
This research article used mixed methods research design employing both qualitative and 
quantitative techniques like observation, interviews and survey. The population selected for 
survey was undergraduate female students from various disciplines of a public sector women 
university.  The survey participants were 50 in number with at least one parent who is Punjabi 
speaking. The number of interviewees was seven. These interviews were then transcribed and 
analyzed in detail pinpointing where the interviewees used each of the three languages i.e. 
English, Urdu and Punjabi. The data collected from surveys was represented via area and bar 
charts along with theoretical analysis.  
This research would be beneficial in understanding whether Punjabi was considered to be a 
language with less prestige by its own speakers or not. It would be estimating Punjabi 
language’s significance in the Pakistani youth’s lives. Last but not least, how it can be learned 
and spoken positively to promote its status and prestige worldwide.   
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This research examines the critically endangered nature of Kalasha language spoken by Kalash 
people living in the mountainous valleys of Chitral, in the province of Khyber Pukhtunkhawa, 
Pakistan. The Kalasha language has been enlisted as one of the endangered languages of 
northern Pakistan by UNESCO in 2004. Languages around the world are dying at an 
accelerated rate due to the constant struggle for domination. Crystal (2008) says that one 
language is dying out somewhere in the world, on average, every two weeks. Kalasha is one 
such example that once being a major language spoken in Chitral has lost much of the ground 
to Khowar, another closely associated language spoken by the majority Muslim population. 
Kalasha is now a critically endangered language, the death of it would bring tremendous 
cultural loss to the Kalash people. Based on this assumption, it would not be unjust to say that 
this research is significant because it is an effort to preserve a language that is at the brink of 
extinction. This research could contribute significantly in the preservation of a language that 
represents one of the ancient civilizations of Asia. With this aim in mind, the researcher has 
conducted an ethnographic study of Kalasha speakers, whereby, the researcher lived, interacted 
and observed Kalasha speakers in their natural environment. This kind of study proved to be 
very helpful in observing the language behaviors of Kalasha speakers, how thinks work in their 
cultural environment and more importantly their language attitudes and preferences. This study 
is guided by three main objectives that are what factors are responsible for the endangered 
nature of Kalasha language, the nature of language competition and finally how to preserve 
this prestigious language from extinction. The researcher, after studying Kalasha language 
using Fishman’s Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS) as a theoretical basis, has 
concluded that Kalasha is endangered due to certain factors. In the main, low level 
intergenerational transmission, diminishing domains and lack of a proper writing system are 
some of the major causes behind the endangered nature of Kalasha. 
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Gender stereotypes are deeply rooted in languages and culture and it plays a wide role in the 
perception of individuals regarding role and occupational nouns. Multiple researchers have 
estimated that the reaction to gender stereotypes is automatically activated when individuals 
are provided with role nouns; either they are able to correctly assume the gender of the referent 
based on their mental representation and world knowledge or they are confused when the 
referent is specified in a gender that is not consistent with their world knowledge about gender 
stereotypes (Garnham, 2001; Banaji & Hardin, 1996; Carreiras et al., 1996; Duffy & Keir, 
2004; Oakhill et al., 2005; Reynolds et al., 2006). This research study focuses on the gender 
perception of role nouns using 422 role nouns, extracted from Misersky et al. (2013), which 
were translated in Urdu. The participants were asked to rate the extent to which they believe 
the role nouns are made up of men and women. Their reaction to the role nouns that match or 
do not match their world knowledge of gender stereotypes was observed. A significant 
difference in the perception of using role nouns between males and females in Pakistan, was 
observed.  
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Feminism is concerned with highlighting the problems of females of any society. In 2019 a 
feministic movement was held in Pakistan called ‘Aurat Azadi March, that got unanimous 
attention of the public for various reasons. For the female activists, the march solely served the 
purpose of protecting women’s rights. However, the march was criticized equally by the public 
and many critics on the social media due to inappropriateness of some slogans and banners in 
relation to the social, religious and cultural values of Pakistani society. They claimed that the 
march in the name of feminism violated the Islamic concept of women and their chastity 
through such slogans. In order to uncover the ideological underpinnings of the slogans used in 
the Azadi March at a discoursal level, this study makes use of two theories as a lens. The first 
theory is about the resistance of females proposed by Allen (1999) and the other one is 
Goffman’s (1986) theory of framing through which something is being presented to the 
audience for the purpose of agenda setting. Research methodology of the present research is 
qualitative and research design is descriptive. Sample data comprise of the slogans was 
collected from the local newspapers and the relevant TV talk shows and then it was analyzed 
descriptively according to the lance of both theories. Convenient sampling technique was used 
to collect the data. The discussion, findings and conclusion show the motive behind this Aurat 
Azadi March 2019. The findings reveal that Aurat Azadi March was organized to promote the 
voices of deprived females but it also attained the negative criticism of people. The activists of 
this March used such slogans which promoted a negative picture of Pakistani females. From 
this study one thing becomes clear that without understanding the society and its norms we 
should not promote anything otherwise the favorable results may change into negative one.  
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Nicknames are voluntary linguistic choices coined in specific contexts to perform different 
functions. Their study is significant to gain acumen into culture and attitudes of smaller social 
groups within societies. Nicknames have been studied from various perspectives in the world, 
however, according to researcher’s best knowledge, studies on Pakistani nicknames are limited. 
Rahman’s (2015) study on names discussed nicknames briefly as sub- category hence making 
an exploratory, inferential and descriptive nickname study indispensable. This study was 
designed within sociolinguistic paradigm to explore reasons of nickname coinage; their internal 
and external motivations; their functions as address and reference terms in social contexts; 
bearers’ attitudes towards them, and reasons of nickname concealment. Previous studies have 
been informed by theories from grammar, semantics and discourse, however, a formal theory 
on nicknames is non- existent. Therefore, a conceptual framework for this study was adopted. 
Research design’s objective was to explore nicknames structurally and functionally, and 
analyze the impact of socially coined nicknames on bearers’ attitudes. This mixed- method 
research analyzed nicknames of 200 Pakistani male and female students’ pre- existing peer 
groups. Data was collected from BS and Masters students of one private and two public 
universities in Sialkot and Lahore. Self- administered modified questionnaires based on 
nickname studies by De Klerk and Bosch  (1997), and Starks and Taylor- Leech (2011) were 
used as tools with follow- up interviews. Data was analyzed manually. The phonological 
analysis pattern of nicknames by Kennedy and Zamuner (2006) and externally motivated 
nicknames’ analysis pattern of Tsepkova (2013) were followed to some extent. Results 
suggested that female and male nicknames were predominantly emotive and humorous 
respectively, and sensitive to contexts. Most nicknames were sourced in indigenous cultural 
realia and only a few were westernized. They functioned more as address terms, were primarily 
positive, and acted as markers of accepted and projected identity however within specific 
restricted contexts. The research also concurred Rahman’s (2015) claim that nicknames can 
never acquire formal name status in Pakistan. The research is a contribution towards studying 
connections between Pakistani nicknames and identity construction, dynamic cultural values 
and attitudes, and social relations within sociolinguistic paradigm.  
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This research began with an assumption that the jokes people make and laugh at can give an 
insight into their implicit thought patterns and matters of concern. During the pandemic, 
discovering ways of dealing with stress, anxiety, and social disengagement is critical. In 
Pakistan, humor has consistently been an approach to beat insecurity, uneasiness, and 
uncertainty and is available in every social context. The objective of this investigation was to 
break down the substance of comical messages, the points tended to, their attributes, and their 
dissemination. The theory utilized was the General Theory of Verbal Humor by Attardo (2017) 
of the posts/memes shared on Facebook during March-June 2020 in Pakistan. Purposive quote 
sampling has been used to collect and thematically organize data from Facebook and 
Whatsapp. The analysis revealed that the principle type of disseminated joking content is the 
PowerPoint humor, photographs, composed messages followed by video material with at least 
one hero in a household or public settings. The primary objects/topics discussed are gender, 
carelessness about precautionary measures, the defensive measures, isolation, online classes, 
the behavior of police/rangers towards violators, expected increase in the population, political 
satire. Other targets include China being labeled as the creator, self-deprecating memes, 
overeating, and expected obesity, and ethnic slur. This hierarchical arrangement of the 
semantic densities has revealed real-life situations and concerns along with doubts and belief 
systems of the current social media users in Pakistan. However, the main objective of the 
messages is to neutralize the threat in the collective imaginary and to regain the symbolic 
control. The need of the hour is to employ content creators to come up with the comic, but 
creative memes and jokes to condition people's subconscious to be more careful about their 
health.  
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The speakers’ conversational attitudes differ concerning linguistics and social-cultural 
contexts. The speakers often use interruptions to grab the conversational floor. An analytical 
investigation of interruptions helps to understand how speakers negotiate their conversational 
style concerning the role-relationships of other interlocutors. This study analyzes the recording 
of natural conversations by using the multimedia annotator ELAN. It compares interruptions 
in three types of conversational-partners i.e. conversation with strangers, friends, and family. 
Moreover, it examines the difference in an interruption in three types of gender-pairs the male-
to-male conversation (MM), female-to-female conversation (FF), and male-to-female (in 
mixed-sex) conversation (MF). The results indicate that both males and females interrupt less 
when they are conversing with strangers as compared to the conversation with friends and 
family. Females are slightly more reserved than males when conversing with strangers, 
therefore, the rate of interruptions are lower as compared to males while talking to strangers. 
The interruption rate is higher in female-to-female conversation as compared to the male-to-
male conversation in friends-friends conversations. However, there is no significant difference 
in conversational interruptions between male-to-female pairs in friend-friend conversations. In 
the family, the rate of interruption is higher in female-female conversation as compared to the 
male-male conversation. The males’ rate of interruption is higher in male-female conversation 
in the family. The higher rate of interruption in a family setting on the parts of males is 
attributed to males’ dominant role in families in South Asian societies. The findings are in line 
with Zimmerman and West’s observations (1975, 1978) that in mixed-sex conversations men 
interrupt more than women and they ascribe these differences to male dominancy. However, 
many researchers criticized the methodologies used in previous studies. They argued that the 
conversational style differs according to the situation and role relationship of the conversational 
partner. This study observed the conversational style of speakers apropos the role relationship 
of conversational partners. The present study asserts that speakers' conversational style and 
attitude change vis-a-vis the opposite party's gender and role-relationship within the dialogical 
speech interactions. But the dominant role of males in conversation is not affected by situations 
or role-relationship factors.  
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Evidently English is an international language. Post-Indian independence in 1947 the 
constitution mandated Hindi to be an official language besides English as an additional official 
language for government work. However, the English language has eventually been emerging 
into a language of power and opportunity.  

The Bollywood film ‘Hindi Medium’ by Saket Chaudhary released in May 2017, is a trial to 
show the present evolving status of English in India and the attitude of speakers for English as 
a language of prestige and higher social class. Whereas Hindi on the contrary is treated as a 
language of the lower economical unpolished class of the society.  
The present paper is an attempt to make a sociolinguistic analysis of the film and discusses the 
social irony which is the core aspect of the title and theme of the film. The English language is 
not a language but a “class” which is reflected not only through the conversation but by the 
other social aspects too. The constant tiring physical and financial efforts of parents and the 
ironical use of title with the corrupt system of so-called prestigious schools have been 
highlighted.   
This is an empirical study established on narrative discourse analysis. A primary quantitative 
linguistic data has been collected by conversing with a few pertinent to different categories of 
schools. The survey was created based on queries related to English/Hindi use and attitude of 
parents and teachers for their wards, and generated hypothetically after watching the film.    
The paper further unfolds the growing fact of Linguistic threat behind the concept of ‘Hindi 
Medium’ and ends up with a message of giving priority to the moral values rather than 
maintaining “class” by opting one language over another. The concept of “only English” is 
pushing Hindi, the only majority language of the land, to be used mainly for informal purposes. 
While English is gradually displacing Hindi in all the formal domains whereas Hindi is 
displacing other indigenous specially non-scheduled languages of India. If not, it could be a 
real threat position for Hindi at its own land.  
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The inclusion of gender studies in Applied Linguistics is a recent phenomenon. It is a broad 
domain that includes important constructs like attitudes, power, identity and politics. The 
purpose of this review is to explore how gender is expressed in language and media across the 
globe. A good deal of work has already been done to establish connection between gendered 
language in media and Critical Discourse Analysis which helps explore how power is enacted, 
reproduced and sustained through discursive practices exploited by the privileged section of 
society. This study reviewed fifteen Journal articles on the subject to explore methods and ways 
in which CDA can be employed to explore discursive patterns of the two genders in media. It 
was found that the mass media exploit strategies to ‘frame’ news in favour of the privileged 
section of society. While women are often subjected to ‘symbolic annihilation’ (Tuchman, 
1978) aimed at trivializing and omitting them from key areas and powerful roles usually 
reserved for the dominant group. The articles reviewed also highlight how women, even with 
a sound profile and background, are belittled and not given due credit for their efforts and 
successes.   
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Many languages have many similar features. These similarities can take place at semiotic, 
phonological, morphological, semantic or syntax level. The present research is an attempt to 
find out the similarities between English language and Punjabi language. Both languages have 
different cultures and norms than at which level their languages have resemblances. The 
researcher has explored the phenomenon of similarity between English and Punjabi at 
Homophonic level. Homophones are explained as the words which can be different in spellings 
and semantics but having same pronunciation like lion/line, bear/bare here/hare, their/there etc. 
and wall/Waal English word ‘wall’ (wall of building) and in Punjabi ‘waal (hairs), Knee in 
English (part of body) vs. nee in Punjabi (a pronoun). Homophones are similar in pronunciation 
but different in grammatical functions and meanings (Tarone and Yule 1999). Homophones 
are same words with dissimilar meanings(Lovinger 2000). This is an exploratory research and 
data has been collected through observation as 44% population of Pakistan speaks Punjabi 
language and English is considered as an official language. Fifteen words having similar 
pronunciation has taken from English language and Punjabi language through convenient 
sampling technique and analyzed through mixed method. The results show that though both 
languages have different backgrounds, different alphabets and different meanings but they have 
many words that sound similar at homophonic level. Their pronunciation is same but meanings 
are different. This research is significant for English teachers as they can teach English 
vocabulary to Punjabi students by relating or comparing English words with Punjabi words. 
Their learning would be faster and easier if they get stimulus through familiar words by using 
this linguistic homophonic comparison between both languages.   
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Language is the tool which is used to express feeling and interconnect with others. It is the 
center of human life and communication is the essence of any language. As Heller (2007) says 
that language exercise is socially and politically enroot. This paper discussed the change 
happening in Urdu language usage in our youth by the influence of socio-lect/social media. It 
discussed the factors which become the cause of this change. This paper underlays the 
impressive behavior of our youth towards the extreme practice of English lexis in their social 
media language/socio-lect. Although English is a lingua franca all over the world such 
excessive use of this language created a schema in our youngster’s minds that the more they 
use it the more they will be called modern and educated. The present study has observed the 
changes happening at what level in our Urdu language. A qualitative research paradigm has 
been used which is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to 
its subject matter (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). It is used to examine the change happening in our 
Pakistani English. Research has been conducted through collecting different status updates 
randomly and by collecting some comments of the active users of social networks.   

Keywords: Sociolect, Social Media, Impressive behaviour, Lingua Franca, Schema, Social 
network 
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Metaphors and emotions are interlinked as cognitive processes that reflect cognitive vision to 
understand emotion concepts through language (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003 and Kovecses, 1986). 
The aim of the paper is to study emotion metaphors in Urdu by identifying metaphorical 
mappings in terms of its source and target domain. For the study, data is retrieved from Urdu 
Novel ‘Angan’ written by Khadija Mastoor. A theoretical framework of Conceptual Metaphor 
Theory by Johnson and Lakoff (2003) is applied for metaphorical analysis of linguistic 
expressions. The descriptive differences reveal that Urdu language uses internal organs, body 
orientations and sensory-perceptual experiences to map onto sad emotion. The Mapping of 
properties from source domain onto a target domain is not a simple strategy of mind, but it 
provides us a window to further explore the conceptual systems on which both mind and 
language works altogether. The analysis of linguistic expressions support the physiological 
embodiment as well as cultural embodiment thesis. It also provides empirical evidences to 
indicate that sadness is expressed in metaphorical terms both literally and figuratively. The 
result supported the assumption that Sadness metaphors such as SADNESS IS AN ACHING 
ORGAN and SADNESS IS DOWN are primarily based on bodily experiences of the speaker. 
The findings also implies that sadness metaphors such as SADNESS IS  AN ABANDONED 
LAND/PLACE, SADNESS IS FIRE, SADNESS IS DARKNESS etc. cannot be formulated 
without any socio-physical or sensory-perceptual experiences. Hence, the language we use 
reflects our experiences.   
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Contrary to traditional belief that Metaphor is regarded as a figure of speech, Cognitive 
Linguistics (CL) demonstrates how Metaphor is grounded fundamentally in embodiment. It is 
“a cognitive phenomenon in which people understand abstract target domains in terms of 
concrete source domains” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 8). Metaphors are integral part of our 
everyday language (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Language used in political spheres is no 
exception. This paper explores a variety of Metaphors used in political slogans chanted by 
Pakistani politicians during election campaign, 2018. It aims to analyze how political 
ideologies, tactics and strategies (Chilton, 2004) are expressed through metaphors in Political-
electoral slogans using the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) proposed by Lakoff & 
Johnson (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003) as framework of analysis. The data for analysis comprises 
of slogans of 3 major political parties collected from newspapers, text available on official 
WebPages of political parties, online archives of the newspaper, notably Herald by Dawn, The 
Nation and Pakistan Today. Political Slogans published, recognized officially and chanted by 
Pakistani Politicians during election campaign of 2018 only are chosen for analysis. The 
slogans analyzed are situated, context induced and instant, produced in specific sociocultural 
situation – Pakistani electoral campaign 2018. The findings demonstrate that analytical 
approach of Conceptual Metaphor Theory is a useful tool to view political slogans through the 
lens of Cognitive Linguistics. The results reveal overlaps and contrasts of metaphorical usage 
among the slogans chanted by political candidates. The analysis further brought about that 
Metaphors and metaphoric expressions are central in political discourse (Kövecses, 2010) – 
metaphorical usage not only orients the campaign style of the candidates but also reveals the 
manifestation and practice of ideology through political language characterized by slogans. 
From attracting attention to etching in memory, the discourse pragmatic function of slogans 
from the perspective of Cognitive Linguistics contributed further that slogans are conceived as 
powerful tool to persuade people to join the movement.  
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Many interesting researches have been carried out in the field of cognitive linguistics 
especially on Conceptual Metaphor Theory by many famous linguists such as Lackoff and 
Johnson in (1980) and Evans and Green in (2006). This article focuses on the variation of 
idiomatic expression of “eye” metaphor in two different languages. This study aims to see how 
the concept of the same entity that is the metaphor of ‘eye’ varies in different languages that 
are English and Urdu. Conceptual Metaphor theory is used as a framework to investigate these 
metaphorical variations. Data has been taken from “Oxford Learner’s Dictionary” (Oxford 
University Press, 2019) in English language and from “Ferozul-Lughat” (Deen, 2005) in Urdu 
language. All languages are incomplete without figurative expressions, and both English and 
Urdu are rich in figurative expressions. Figurative language is based on concrete terms, and 
their meaning is mapped on abstract concepts. This is one of the main reasons we choose idioms 
to see cross mapping in these two targeted languages. Findings of the study show that although 
idioms of eye in both the languages target same domains (Love, Awareness, Furtive Look, 
etc.), there are certain differences (Rapidity, Disbelief, Opinion, etc.) in them as well. The 
differences lie in the mapping of the domains due to the difference in the cultures of these two 
languages. Both the cultures have different values and norms and thus the difference could be 
attributed to this difference in values and norms, which inform how the metaphors of same 
entity vary in their use in different languages.  
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Visuals, like other modes have the power to expose explicitly. They have never been more 
dominant than they are now (Natharius, 2004). Cartoonists expose masked realities to viewers 
via means of visuals effectively, particularly the political cartoons. The signs in cartoons 
contribute in understanding the meaning. This article aims to look at the verbal and non-verbal 
meanings communicated through political cartoons. The main tenacity of the study is to argue 
how specifically Pakistani Editorial Cartoonists used visual and verbal cues while drawing 
Narendra Modi after revocation of the Article 370 in Indian-administered Kashmir. The data 
for the study is collected from the main stream English Newspapers “The News”, “The Nation”, 
and “Tribune Express”. Cartoons published in the heat of revocation of Article 370 in India on 
5th August, 2019 are chosen only for the analysis. Unfortunately, no such publications were 
identified in “Dawn” newspaper which otherwise is mainstream newspaper in Pakistan. The 
selection of the cartoons is delimited to the month of August 2019 only. The paper argues that 
cartoons can instantly make a point which otherwise would have been difficult to articulate via 
text effectively. So, to serve the purpose, model of Visual Grammar proposed by Kress and 
Van Leeuwen’s (2006) is adopted to analyze the visuals, while more detailed analysis is 
conducted via Critical Discourse Analysis in this regard. The interaction between semio-
linguistic features, verbal and non-verbal, and the social issues raised in cartoons text makes 
CDA plausible in the examination of cartoons, especially when it is political (Chouliaraki & 
Fairclough, 1999). The multimodal-content analysis of editorial cartoons identifies different 
messages and the findings reflects the negative image of Indian Prime Minister. Narendra Modi 
is depicted extremist, racist and fascist in political cartoons based on his decision of revoking 
article 370. The findings also stated that political cartoons can be used for setting political 
agenda as Political cartoons published in Pakistani English newspaper after the incident, 
consistently epitomize the adverse face of Narendra Modi.  
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Investigation has been taking place about the nature of the language, its position in mind, and 
exploring the extent to which it incarnates the thoughts (Wallace, 1980). The present study 
aims to explore the relationship between thoughts and language. The debate of linguists for 
many years concerns that whether language plays its role in shaping the thoughts or is it vice 
versa (Zlatev, 2008). Based on this, the study investigates the role of language and thoughts 
in influencing each other by adopting SapirWhorf theory of linguistic relativity framework. 
For this purpose, the language and visuals of 20 Instagram Covid-19 memes conveying some 
metaphorical thought process were analysed. These memes were selected through Purposive 
sampling technique. Participants were selected from the ‘Followings’ list of the researcher on 
Instagram. Qualitative analysis was carried out by asking the open ended questions from the 
participants for posting the memes, sharing them with contacts and the ways in which they 
influenced them. The analysis of the memes revealed that the language and visuals play an 
important role in shaping the thoughts of those who share and post them. These individuals 
were influenced by certain social factors, which caused them to upload/share these memes on 
their Instagram. On the basis of influence of language observed on the thoughts of 
participants, it was also inferred that it is not only language but thoughts also play a vital role 
in the coinage of vocabulary. Language was observed as a tool for connecting one thought 
with another. The analysis also led to the observance that the memes reveal the interests of 
the individuals who share and post them. This study led to reveal the roles of these memes in 
the alarming situation of Covid 19. The reasons shared by the participant for posting certain 
memes were for socializing, awareness, and conveying a particular ideology.   
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The field of study is semiotics, it is the study of signs and it explores how the words which 
come under semiotic meaning making process. In this researcher, semiotic analysis of 
emoticons has done qualitatively to reveal hidden meaning of these emoticons. These 
emoticons are the emotional expressions of the speaker. To analyze emoticons Saussure’s 
theory of sign, signifier and signified has been used as the framework. The main objective is 
to analyze how these emoticons are playing important role in our daily lives conversations on 
social media (Facebook), and how the meaning of these emoticons are interpreted in certain 
facebook pages. This research has determined to do the interpretation of emoticons and analysis 
of expressions and feelings of people through Saussure’s linguistic sign theory. Emoticons 
which are used in certain facebook conversation are collected as resarch data. The research 
data is further delimited to ten emoticons that are used in ten conversations on facebook. 
Conversations are taken from facebook pages of NUML, 77 News NUML and NUML Youth 
Offical. We use emoticons to make ourselves comfortable by not using too much language to 
express what we feel but it is also a way of devaluing the language. Nowadays we are not in a 
habit of using too much language. This study brings the advance semiotic interpretation of 
emoticons, their use and coded meaning as well. This study brings the awareness to people 
about these emoticons. Conversations on social media, texting, emails and on other channels 
are different from the face to face conversations there are many reasons behind this. One reason 
is the lack of visual expression which we have in face to face conversations because it becomes 
harder to convey emotions through text. Introduction of these emoticons provide visual signals 
of what and how user is feeling although this analysis not fully but it is helpful in some extents. 
This research is helpful in order to understand the correct meanings of emoticons and also 
through this work in future have not creating any misconception regarding their meanings 
among interlocutors. 
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Synonyms can be taught to the English language learners for enhancing their writing skills. 
(Alharbi, 2019).Carlo et al., (2004) stated that addressing this issue of vocabulary building is 
quite challenging for the English language teachers. The present research has utilized some 
interesting techniques for enhancing the English language writing skills of the undergraduate 
students through increasing their knowledge about synonyms. It is a quantitative study. Single 
group pre-test post-test design was utilized in the study. The main objective of this study was 
to develop English language learners’ writing skills by making the students learn synonyms of 
the English language as the students find it difficult to write in an impressive manner due to 
having short vocabulary and they tend to repeat the same words again and again in their 
writings. An intact group of 40 undergraduate students, studying in the first semester of the 
Bachelor in Business Administration (BBA) program at a private sector university located in 
Lahore city, Pakistan was included in the study. The students were taught English language 
synonyms through various strategies including online quizzes and worksheets developed by 
the researcher, for one semester having two sessions of one and a half hour per week. The pre 
and post-test consisted of writing an essay on the given topic. The results showed that the 
students had improved English language writing skills after learning synonyms. Thus it is 
concluded that enhancing the knowledge about synonyms is effective for better English 
language writing skills. 
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The non-phonetic character of English language has been a recurring theme of research studies. 
It is a difficulty for foreign, as well as for native speakers (Baugh & Cable, 1993).The presence 
of silent letters in the English language causes difficulties for native and L2 learners alike 
(Hassan, 2014). Evidently in English language, there is a lack of correspondence between 
spelling and pronunciations of words thus resulting in mispronunciation. The problem becomes 
more evident when this liability of English language is not properly focused in teaching English 
in the EFL context. The existence of silent letters in English spelling appears tricky for students 
because pronouncing them when not required makes their speaking effortful. The present study 
seeks correlation between silent letters and mispronunciation. It investigates the role of silent 
letters in English spellings and their impact on pronunciation in the speech of intermediate 
level students in District Lower Dir, KP Pakistan. The study is co-relative in nature and uses 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches. 90 participants from four intermediate colleges 
constitute the sample size of the study. Primary data were collected by recording students’ 
pronunciation of sentences containing silent letters as written stimuli. Analysis ranged from 
the most problematic to the least problematic letter. Furthermore, specifications were made 
among the initial, medial and final positions in which silent letter (SL) was most or least 
problematic for the students. Analysis of the date reveal that there exists a strong correlation 
between silent letters and mispronunciation, as 10.71% words containing silent letters were 
mispronounced. Finally, the study comes up with some valuable suggestions such as 
highlighting the non-orthographic character of English language to non-native speakers of 
English, giving audio input of words having silent letters in class, using a dictionary for correct 
pronunciation as to overcome the problem. 
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Vocabulary plays a crucial role in learning as well as in reading. Vocabulary is the building 
block of any language and no language acquisition is possible without the acquisition of 
vocabulary. The main objective of this study is to find out what kind of strategies and which 
strategies are more and less common among students. The undergraduate students of Gujrat 
University will be the sample. The total no of students will be 100. It will be quantitative 
research in nature. The questionnaire method will be used to collect data. The questionnaire 
will be adopted from the taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategy developed by Schmitt 
(1997). For data analysis and statistical measurement, SPSS will be used. The findings of the 
current study based on the five vocabulary learning strategies of Schmitt’s taxonomy. All the 
statistical data and findings prove that the most frequently used vocabulary learning strategies 
are determination strategy, cognitive strategy, and memory strategy. The least frequently used 
vocabulary learning strategies of vocabulary learning are the social and meta-cognitive 
categories of vocabulary learning.  
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 The close relationship between language and culture is at the core of the foreign language learning 
process: a high level of competence in a foreign language is unachievable unless you know the target 
culture. However, this relationship is often seen in terms of culture's dependence on language, in other 
words: first comes the motivation to learn a language and, subsequently, once the language learning 
process has started, the student also develops a knowledge of the target culture. Still, it is a fact that 
culture is one of the most important elements that support the learner's motivation: a strong interest 
in the target culture is at the basis of an integrative motivation, considered as the most suitable type 
of motivation for a lifelong learning (Gardner, 1985; Gardner & Smythe 1975). That said, it is clear 
that culture does not play a secondary role in FLL motivation. The aim of this study is to confirm, 
with the support of empirical data, how strongly the target culture can influence the FLL motivation. 
In particular, drawing from our experience in teaching Italian as a foreign language to Moroccan 
students, we could see the striking effects of the positive role played by culture, not only in feeding 
motivation, but in providing the initial impetus to learn Italian. Basing out our research on the 
hypothesis that many students opt for Italian precisely because they are fascinated by its culture, we 
have been able to empirically confirm our hypothesis, carrying out a quantitative study involving 
about 200 students enrolled in the first year of the Bachelor's programme at the Italian Department of 
Rabat (Morocco). The data has been collected through a Likert questionnaire item and analyzed by 
SPSS statistics software. It was found out that many students chose to study Italian because of the 
“richness” of its culture. The same students showed a favourable attitude and interest in Italian 
speaking communities, correlating positively with Integrative Motivation. We hope this study will 
contribute to rethinking the importance of introducing target culture capsules from the very first 
lessons.    
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In modern times students` perception of EFL or ESL is becoming a subject of attention as linguistics 
discipline is concerned. In linguistics, effective ESL teaching is one of the major interests. It is said 
that students start to develop their interest in the subject if they feel comfortable with the lecturer. 
Teachers are often ranked high who are soft and light-hearted in their behavior as compare to strict 
teachers. Such teachers are highly rated not only because of entertainment but also because of 
credibility as well.   

This study measures the attitudes of ESL learners towards the use of humor in the classroom. It also 
investigates whether female/male instructors use humor for positive (increase attention, lessen 
hesitation, develop interest and so on) or negative (tease, taunt, insult, degrade and so on) motives. 
This study was conducted on (51) final year undergraduate ESL learners comprising (10) males and 
(41) females of the Department of English at the University of Gujrat. As a mixed-methods study, 
questionnaires and interviews were used as instruments for data collection. Quantitative analysis was 
done through SPSS software whereas qualitative data analyzed thematically. Findings of 
questionnaires were corresponding with interviews that most of the students (mean score = 89.76) 
perceived teachers’ use of humor in the classroom highly positive and students perception about 
teacher gender exposed that male teacher used humor during the lesson for more positive motives 
(mean score = 80.87) as compared to female teachers (mean score = 69.45). Students’ interviews 
revealed students wanted teachers to use humor in ESL classrooms to develop interest and to lessen 
the boredom. It implies ESL teachers should motivate or encourage L2 learners by using a humorous 
element during class time.   

Keywords: Learners Perception, ESL Classrooms, Use of Humor, Benefits   
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Learning a new language has implications on the learner’s sense of self i.e. identity and on his/her 
social and cultural views (Duff, 2013; Norton & Toohey, 2011). This is based on the idea that this 
process involves a learner being put in different positions and going through new experiences which 
may result in changes on the personal level (Norton & Mckinney, 2011). In addition, language 
learning cannot be separated from the target language’s culture and values which might lead the 
learner to reevaluate his/her own social and cultural views (Duff, 2011). Although research on the 
relationship between language learning and identity has gained attention in recent years, most studies 
focus on how learner identity affects the learning process and its outcomes. However, not much 
attention has been paid to how language learning may lead to changes in how a person views 
themselves and their society. In this sociolinguistic study, the goal is to investigate whether learning 
English as a foreign language (EFL) affects how Saudi female learners (n=6) view themselves, society 
and culture. The study uses second language socialization as a theoretical framework because of its 
comprehensive approach that acknowledges the dynamic nature of identity (Duff, 2011, 2013). A 
longitudinal multiple case study design is used in this investigation. Data from interviews and 
monthly diaries indicated that participants associated learning EFL with being more knowledgeable, 
confident, and understanding. As they learned English language and learned through English they 
were able to establish an identity for themselves as successful, respectful and respected individuals. 
These changes appear to be linked to the participants’ agency in learning English which is triggered 
by their investment in it due to globalization and personal aspirations. These findings signal that 
socialization takes place in foreign language settings and has implications for the identity of the 
learner.  
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This article aims at discussing methodologies that can be adopted in second language classrooms. 
The strategies suggested reflect real-life situations and language usage in several practical contexts. 
All the strategies presented have been tested in prestigious universities in the United States. With 
adaptations to local contexts, the same strategies could be applied in elementary and high school 
education in different countries. The goal of these strategies is to maximize the learning experience 
in the classroom, thus helping students develop proficiency more quickly. They will also help 
educators prepare more meaningful and interacting teaching materials. By using these strategies, 
students will learn both grammar and also types of text used in different cultural scenarios. The main 
theories discussed are Task-Based Learning and Teaching (Ellis; Skehan et al, 2019), which argues 
that students could benefit from mimicking tasks that people perform in real life, such as placing an 
order online, calling a company to complain about a product that was purchased, etc. The other 
concept is ContentBased Instruction (Haley; Austin, 2013), which states that students can learn a 
great deal of grammar and vocabulary by learning contents about specific topics, either by reading or 
watching materials in the target language. We also present strategies to set up a classroom setting in 
which the target large is used from day 1. It is also proposed that student-centered methodologies in 
which students work in small groups are more efficient than having a teacher lecturing and asking 
questions to individual students. When the students are placed in groups with specific tasks to 
complete, they have more opportunities to practice the language while the teacher works as a 
moderator for the groups. We also defend the usage of authentic materials in the classroom, as well 
as the use of technology to facilitate the learning process. One should, however, be careful to not 
overuse technology to the detriment of real interactions among the students. In sum, the strategies 
presented serve as tools that second language teachers can use to help their students in their language 
acquisition process.   
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Internet technology has been defined for the effective development of communication skills. Internet 
technology is one of the most important tools of Information and Communication Technology. This 
study based on the objectives to find out teachers’ perceptions about using the Internet resources also 
how these Internet resources can be used for developing effective communication skills and which 
are the factors that hinder the use of Internet technology in class- rooms for developing 
communication skills. University of Engineering and Technology, The Punjab University and Lahore 
College and University for Women from Lahore Punjab are the study areas; a mixed approach 
technique for questionnaire is used for the collection of data. Five research questions were developed 
to find out the problems. Sufficient data and information were collected from 20 teachers’ through 
questionnaire. The teachers of universities at undergraduate level took part in this study. After 
collecting the data, it was analyzed. From the findings of questions, it is observed that Internet is an 
important tool. It contributes a lot in developing effective communication skills not only at teaching 
level but also at learning level. The study shows that there should be some supervision for internet 
technology. It is also concluded that through online reading and by using AV aids listening, reading 
skills can be developed and then speaking skills are automatically improved with further practice 
because all the skills are integrated. The research has revealed that vital information may be lost in 
case of machine breakdown, lack of adequate trained manpower, installation and repairs and keeping 
internet technology equipment but if provision is made for training and retraining of staff, the problem 
of trained manpower would be resolved.  
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The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has thrown educators and learners into the necessity of shifting 
to remote instruction with little prior warning. Since April, we have been carrying out a global 
longitudinal study (involving over 5,200 participants from 102 countries, including Pakistan; average 
completion rate: 30%) investigating how language teachers and learners as well as linguistics 
instructors and students have been handling the transition. In particular, we aim to understand what 
circumstances, behaviours, attitudes and psychological traits have helped deal with the shift, and what 
caused difficulty. The comprehensive, 435-item survey contains socio-biographical variables, 
situational questions, as well as a battery of psychological testing instruments.  

We have only just started work on the data, but can already reveal easily interpretable clusters of 
naturally correlating variables (Fig. 1; Authors, 2020). Crucially, the giant component of the four 
highly interconnected clusters associated with i) self-regulation/leadership-organisation potential, ii) 
engagement/openness, iii) positive orientation and iv) social skills/contacts (left hand-side of the 
graph, with the positive orientation cluster most central in the network) has a predominantly positive 
valence, while the three peripheral clusters related to v) family relationships, vi) future expectations 
and vii) remote instruction-related experiences and perspectives on students’ coping (right hand-side) 
are mainly negative. In this contribution, we will identify the situational, attitudinal and psychological 
variables that strongly affect coping with the remote instruction. The findings will offer valuable 
guidelines in the case of potential future necessities of this kind, for instance in the event of a second 
wave of the pandemic, as well as help language teachers and learners as well as linguistics instructors 
and students outside the narrow context of distance learning.  
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This study is designed to review the incorporation of internet technologies in the online learning and 
acquisition of English language amid the pandemic of COVID 19. The pandemic of COVID 19 
situation led to the closure of educational institutions .Several institution in Pakistan adopt online 
teaching to continue the educational process. This study aims to learn about the outcomes of online 
technological enhanced classes taken during the pandemic of COVID 19. It will also address the 
drawbacks and difficulties faced by the students, parent s and teachers. The study is limited and the 
results cannot be generalized as the purposive and convenient sampling is used .Moreover, the 
students are from semi Government institution. In addition, these students belong to middle and upper 
middle class families and have an access to internet connectivity, computers and mobiles. Theory of 
connectivism is utilized to frame this research. Mixed method approach to research is adopted for this 
study. Whereas Explanatory sequential design is Applied in which, first quantitative data is collected 
through a digital survey form generated on Google form and thirty-six students responded and then  
interviews of five English teachers have been taken to explain the validity of the initial findings. Five 
English language notebooks were also assessed to authenticate the responses of the students .Online 
learning provides the student with an opportunity to experience new technologies and increase the 
learning opportunities.Students have to learn new sources of technologies, enabling them to continue 
the learning despite of pandemic situation. Similarly, students have learnt the use of online free 
educational resources .The teachers have approved the notion that online technologically enhanced 
lessons have improved the four basic skills of English language in students.  However, Teachers are 
also facing difficulties in lesson preparation and delivery due to lack of training in computer and 
internet technology. In addition, most of the students prefer classroom lectures and activities for the 
English language learning over online teaching due to pandemic confinement situation.  
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This study aims at providing an outlook on the motivational factors that play an idealistic role in the 
development of procedures of second language learning and also on the factors which most adroitly 
influence the learner’s understanding of the second language. The study was conducted on the 
students of a private university studying the English language at their post-graduate level. The study 
was conducted quantitatively and the results are compiled in the form of diagrams and graphs. The 
results conclude that intrinsic motivation plays a more significant role than extrinsic motivation. The 
role of teacher in inducing motivation among students is indisputable. Media also functions to 
enhance the motivational levels of students and students themselves feel that they learn English 
language more efficiently using media sources, Hence it should be incorporated in language learning 
classes in a well-organized way. 

Keywords: Motivation, factors of motivation, Teacher’s role, Language learning, media in language 
learning 
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Corpus linguistics can be defined as a field that is based on the use of authentic speech or text to 
explain the use of a specific linguistic concept and therefore it is regarded as an approach to second 
and foreign language learning (Reppen, 2010). Research conducted about the educational situation in 
Pakistan suggests that there is a serious need for educational reform through changing antiquated 
model of second language teaching and learning as the reason for our students’ weak performance is 
the use of ineffective pedagogical approach (Haider, 2012). The objective of the study is to understand 
language teachers’ perceptions regarding the incorporation of corpus-based teaching methodology in 
ESL classroom contexts. The design of the study is qualitative in nature. The sample was taken from 
19 English language teachers, who are currently enrolled as students of Master’s degree program in 
Applied Linguistics discipline at a Public Sector University based in Karachi. The instrument of the 
study was self-created survey questionnaire and focus groups based on semi-structured interviews. In 
order to develop a better and in-depth understanding of the use of corpora in English language 
classrooms, thematic analysis of the interviews were conducted. As a result, different themes emerged 
that conforms to the benefits of incorporating a corpus in language classrooms. The findings of the 
study show that the use of a corpusbased teaching methodology for teaching English as a second 
language was accepted as a new strategy for teaching vocabulary and grammar. The study will 
develop a deeper understanding of corpus-based methodology in L2 classrooms. The pedagogical 
implications are also significant for curriculum designers, ESL teachers and administrators at 
institutes where they want to enhance the interest and motivation levels of their ESL students. 
Material designers, corpus-based methodology and tools researchers and teachers should collaborate. 
This way the process of designing effective materials for teaching will be a teamwork, increasing 
reliability of the teaching materials.  

Keywords: Corpus-based methodology, Data driven teaching, ESL classrooms, English Language 
Teaching, Teachers’ perceptions  
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Reading stories is a good habit and especially at very early stage, reading a story and informative 
books and magazines can help in the improvement of language and vocabulary and also help children 
to increase their knowledge and imagination. Pictures always attract little children and from the 
picture they can develop a complete story. In the same way, comics also play important role for the 
children who read magazine. The aim of the current study is to investigate how comics are effective 
in teaching English reading comprehension at primary school level. The sample of the study is 
consisting of 40 students. The study is experimental in nature and students were divided in two groups, 
one is experimental group and one is control group. Pre-test was conducted to check the level of the 
students. In pre-test, students of controlled group score minimum 29 and maximum 40 out of 50 marks 
and students of experimental group score minimum 28 and maximum 40 marks out of 50. 
Experimental group was taught through six lesson plans that are made in order to teach students 
through comics and then a post-test was conducted to match the results of the students with the results 
of pre-test. The current study is utilizing the theory of Schema and the theory of Automacy and the 
pre-test and posttests were analyzed on the basis of these theories. Each test consists of three 
questions, one is related to true/false, second one is related to MCQs and third one is related to written 
questions. The results of the study show some positive effects on students who were taught English 
reading comprehension through comics and students achieve high grades in post-test. In post-test 
students of controlled group score minimum 33 and maximum 40 out of 50 marks and students of 
experimental group secure minimum 37 and maximum 47 out of 50 marks. Furthermore, researcher 
found comics very interesting while teaching and students also show interest and eager to learn. This 
type of studies can help teachers to adopt new techniques to teach English reading comprehension to 
students and through comics they can develop interest in students to learn better and clear.   
Keywords: Automatic Learning, Comics, English reading Comprehension, Primary school children, 
Schematic Learning, Teaching strategies   
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Needs analysis is a major process that helps the course designers to design the needs of a specific 
group of learners. It is considered to be crucial in ESP and in designing a curriculum. The IELTS  

(International English Language Testing System) is considered to be the world’s second major 
proficiency test of English language and it has four major components: reading, writing, speaking, 
and listening. The purpose of our study was to find out the needs and wants of the IELTS students at 
the International Islamic University Islamabad. Respondents were provided with the questionnaires 
to answer the questions for the analysis. The study focused on finding out the satisfaction level of the 
learners with the course and methodology of the teachers. The study further investigated the lacks, 
wants and necessities of the students in all the major four skills that are reading, speaking, listening, 
and writing skills of the learners. The results of the current study shows that most of the students face 
difficulties and challenges while speaking and listening when they have to go abroad. The results 
indicate that course content is sometimes not suitable and most of the students face difficulty to 
understand the lectures which were delivered in English language due to cultural background and 
linguistic differences. Moreover, some students were not able to understand the pronunciation of 
teachers which was used in the classrooms due to the weak listening skills of the students and phonetic 
differences. Additionally, students are not confident enough with their speaking and writing skills 
after the completion of the course. This research study will aid the course designers to design a learner 
centered curriculum and teaching methodology accordingly.  It is also hoped that it will help the 
students to meet the requirements of the target situations.  

Keywords: IELTS course, Need Analysis, Reading and Speaking skills, Language Proficiency, 
Teaching Strategies  
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English is an international language and the language of education in higher education institutions 
(HEIs) in Pakistan. English is the most powerful tool for getting employment opportunities, higher 
education, and social position. Therefore, university students take keen interest and self-directed 
initiatives to enhance their English language skills. Technology plays a significant role in self-
regulated learning or autodidacticism (García Botero, Questier, & Zhu, 2019). It offers generic 
applications like Facebook, wikis, WhatsApp, etc. and specific applications like Duolingo to enhance 
English language skills. Banking upon Candy’s (1991) model of self-directed learning as a theoretical 
framework for this study, we have investigated the role of English language learners in improving 
their language skills by using technology. The students of BS Computer Engineering, Software 
Engineering, Maths, and English from the public sector university constitute the population of the 
study. This research has used a purposive sampling technique for the selection of sixteen research 
participants. We have collected the data through one on one interview from the respondents. The 
study follows interpretivism as a research paradigm. This research has analyzed the interview data by 
transcribing, coding, categorizing, and theme creating procedures. The study has concluded that the 
selected students independently pursue learning using various technological applications following a 
self-directed initiative on learning for improving English language skills. The study found that the 
use of technology for learning provides learning opportunities to learners. University students used 
self-management abilities and selected one particular online/offline technology application for 
enhancing their English language skills after evaluating their weaker areas. The research also found 
the challenges the students’ face, like financial constraints to pay for apps, technical problems in using 
apps like Duolingo, connectivity problems, and lack of offline apps. The study recommends that the 
government should invest more in the technology industry to improve connectivity, to provide access 
to free online courses to cater to the educational needs of the English language learners and on-
campus/off-campus access to online educational resources.  
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Writing is the most important genre of all four modules of language. In Pakistan, English is taught as 
a second language and developing English writing competence is essential for successful 
communication at all levels of the education system.  However, students face challenges in mastering 
English essay writing skills.  The main objective of this study is to investigate the challenges faced in 
English essay writing by Secondary school students in District Rahim Yar Khan. However, the 
specific objectives were to determine strategies employed by teachers for teaching essay writing 
skills, problems faced and strategies employed by students for learning these skills. Finally, methods 
were proposed for teachers and students for enhancing English essay writing skills among students. 
A descriptive survey research methodology was adopted. The target population was teachers and 
students of public secondary schools of District Rahim Yar Khan except for schools of Tehsil 
Liaquatpur. The sample consisted of 170 students and 27 teachers from 17 sampled schools. 
Questionnaire from teachers and students and an essay writing test from students were conducted to 
collect data. The descriptive statistical technique was used to analyze quantitative data in the form of 
percentages and frequencies. It was evaluated that most common teaching methods used are 
demonstrations, lectures and question and answers. However, effective teaching methods like oral 
presentations, peer teaching, group discussions, and role play are not widely used. Moreover, teachers 
do face problems like low salaries and high workload which effects teaching. Based on the study, 
recommendations were made for students, teachers, and government to address the challenges 
students face in English essay writing at secondary level.  
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The research was conducted with the aim to explore hidden curriculum in the content of the primary 
level textbooks of each province of Pakistan, approved by textbook board of the provinces. In this 
study, the researcher aimed to know the quality of content provided to students at primary level and 
role of teacher and students during the learning process. Qualitative research method is used to locate 
constants of hidden curriculum and analyze the content of the textbooks. The research illustrated that 
these books are written in easy English and content is suitable for the moral growth of students, but 
the content is not able to teach all four skills of writing, reading, speaking and listening effectively 
due to the lack of proper accountability measures. As evaluation has no quality and there is no rubric 
defined for grading criteria. Moreover, there are no proper instructions given for learning and teaching 
process. Hidden curriculum overall is not taken into consideration while developing the books. There 
is not a single clause regarding this curriculum in textbook development policies of any province. As 
the result of the research it is recommended that books should be revised, and curriculum policies 
should undertake the importance of hidden curriculum while developing the books. 

Keywords: Hidden Curriculum, English textbooks, Constants and variables of Hidden Curriculum, 
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In these times when COVID-19 pandemic has globally affected lives, different countries have adapted 
to shift education, online (Basilaia & Kvavadze, 2020). Distance learning at the same time poses 
many hurdles for both teachers and students. This study aimed at analyzing the difficulties faced by 
language teachers while evaluating students' performance, and their perception about the 
effectiveness of the process. The data analysed for the study were the recorded online assessment 
sessions of 40 students, who were attending the online course, due to the global pandemic situation. 
The perception of the language teacher or examiners who had been teaching a course on speaking 
skills, at undergraduate level, was analysed through focus group interviews. Major difficulties that 
surfaced include internet connectivity issues, other technological limitations, inappropriate 
environment or setting at home, and an increased level of students’ hesitation of presenting in front 
of a screen. A total 67% of the teachers perceived an increased level of difficulty while evaluating 
students’ speaking skills online as compared to a traditional classroom setting. Training sessions for 
both students and teachers can bring in improvement in the online evaluation and learning process, 
and also help overcome the obstacles to make it into an efficient teaching and learning situation.  
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English is used as second language in Pakistan (ESL), and it is also the medium of instruction in 
higher educational settings (Kachru, 1985). However, it is a big challenge for the students because of 
dissimilar socio-cultural backgrounds and educational settings. We postulate, to adjust themselves in 
university classroom settings, English language learners adopt learning strategies to enhance their 
communicative competence. This study banks its epistemological stance onto Oxford’s (Oxford, 
1990) model of cognitive, meta-cognitive, compensatory, affective, memory and social strategies of 
learning a second language. Therefore, following Oxford’s model of learner strategies (Oxford,1990), 
this study is an attempt to examine what kind of strategies are used by learners and which strategies 
are used more frequently. The sample of the study includes 160 tertiary level learners from Air 
University, International Islamic University, and Bahria University, Islamabad, Pakistan. The 
following study is quantitative in nature and Oxford’s Strategy inventory for Language Learning 
(SILL), (Oxford, 1990) is used as the analytical tool for the analysis. Oxford (1999)  described 
learning strategies as "specific measures taken by the learner to make learning simpler, quicker, more 
enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective and more transferable to new situations" (Oxford, 1990, 
p. 8). Thus, current study is significant in a way that it will help less efficient learners to adopt these 
strategies for successful learning. Hence, through this study they can come to know about different 
techniques to enhance their language proficiency while using these strategies. The results of the study 
shows that learners adopt some direct and some indirect strategies for learning English. Moreover, 
cognitive, meta-cognitive and compensatory strategies are more frequently adopted by learners to 
enhance their communicative competence. At the end of the study, the researchers recommends that 
teachers should incorporate pedagogical strategies to suit the needs of mixed-ability and mixed-
learning style learners.  

Keywords: second language, learners’ strategies, communicative competence, tertiary level, 
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 Research work regarding teacher’s cognition, basically, bring into light teachers’ perception, what 
they know and how they believe. To comprehend teachers’ perceptional structure, it is indispensible 
as it interlinks to their directional practices in ESL teaching domain. With regards to assessment, 
teachers’ cognition constitutes a vital and integral research field in two perspectives: 
understandability of ESL teachers’ belief and practices and their needs in assessments area. This 
study investigates the aim of assessment in ESL classes under four main rules: (1) summative 
assessment, (2) formative assessment, (3) students’ self assessment, and (4) assessment to meliorate 
teachers’ direction. It also investigates to review ESL teachers’ notions about the assessments’ 
employment in ESL pedagogy. It also demonstrates that how teachers’ notions connect to their 
Kinder Garden (KG) to HSSC level in teaching English. 35 Pakistani ESL teachers who work at 
Army Public School and Colleges (APSACS) Junior, Senior and College wings in Karachi Zone. 
To collect the data, 18 – Likert scale questionnaire is employed. Outcomes of study bring out that 
the participants’ belief on assessment is invincible on assessments’ employment regarding to 
formative purposes. On the secondary level, self-assessment procedures and techniques are given 
significance. From KG to HSSC level, participant teachers have no influence on participants’ 
assessment predilections. Data collection tool is also a significant contribution to the literature; 
besides the vital findings it has produced.  
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Being an indispensable part of the language learning endeavor, scholars emphasize on lexical 
development (Schmit & McCarthy, 2007). Learning a language is equated with acquainting 
vocabulary or lexical development (Shafaei, 2010), and it adds to the dire need of improving 
vocabulary among potential learners, specially of remote areas. Taylor (1990) propounds that the 
purpose can be served through myriad ways, like incorporating games, or songs or visual aids to 
accelerate the inquiry oriented approach aiding the lexical development process by improving 
comprehension abilities, grammar, idioms, lexemes or phrasal verbs. Consequently, current study 
aims to examine role pictures to develop vocabulary, by aiding the interpretation of phrasal-verbs. 
For its execution, (PWIM) Picture Word Inductive Model, an inquiry-oriented approach by Calhoun 
(1998) is utilized as theoretical framework to carry out the research in a remotely-located school in 
district Quetta. The pre-test and post-test technique is employed in the control and experimental 
groups, consisting of middle-level students. Vivid variation in results of tests is indicative of 
improvement in experimental group which received the treatment as per PWIM (1998), thereafter, 
increasing the capability to interpret the phrasal-verbs.   

Although in the prominent cities of Pakistan, students are exposed to advanced techniques yet the 
students of remote areas are still deprived of them and are shackled in traditional methods which 
needs to be debunked and shunned afterwards. Hence, by focalizing the remote area’s learners, this 
research might serve as staunch supporter of effectiveness of pictures in development of vocabulary 
by aiding the interpretation of the phrasal-verbs in its own right.   
Study recommends to utilize a combination of inquiry-oriented approach’s visual aids method i.e. 
PWIM and constructivist-instructional- techniques’ UDL; Universal Design for Learning (Malick & 
Malick, 2012) in remote-educational-institutions to actively engage the students in their learning, and 
save teaching-time, consequently.   
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Punjab Education Department in collaboration with PEELI (Punjab Education and English Language 
Initiative) British Council, aimed to train primary English teachers into activity-based learning in 
English (ABLE), to improve student English language skills in government schools. ABLE replaces 
the traditional pattern of examination-oriented focus on passing English as a subject and not as a 
language. Here, the teacher acts as a resource person and facilitator and orchestrates innovative child 
centered group activities for language skills practice in English classroom with an aim to appeal to 
students' varied learning styles to increase language learning process. This quantitative study 
investigates into activity-based teaching as a professional development strategy to improve student 
language skills by PEELI trained primary school English teachers in their institutions. For this 
purpose, 168 primary English teachers, trained by PEELI trainer consultants, were reached from 
different districts of Punjab. Their views were recorded on the questionnaire. The survey was based 
on principles of activity-based teaching for language skills. At the end of this research, improved 
student linguistic skills were reported and it was found that a variety of different kinds of learner 
centered techniques with the overall purpose of facilitating language skills learning were used in 
schools by primary English teaching staff. The language teachers exploited different interaction 
patterns in the classroom to create free, frank and interactive atmosphere for skills practice. The 
opportunities created for students to play with language creatively lead them to construct and acquire 
knowledge through interaction with the text and the environment (Kuyate, 2019). It helped in 
developing their critical and creative abilities. However, a more systematic and well-planned 
approach towards creating a sustainable school culture towards ABLE in English classroom, is needed 
to pave way for the learners to learn in a relaxed collaborative environment which is helpful in 
effective learning. Also, for teachers to create classroom environment for students to question, 
exchange views and ideas and apply critical thinking for the greater benefit of language learning and 
teaching.  
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The chief aim of the present research is to ascertain the effect of Picture Word Inductive Model 
(PWIM) on Reading Comprehension of EFL pupils at primary level in Pakistan and test the 
effectiveness of PWIM for Reading Comprehension in comparison with Grammar Translation 
Method (GTM). It is essential to adopt new methods of teaching for enhancing reading 
comprehension and keeping the students motivated. For this reason, experimental and controlled 
groups from grade 5 were chosen through cluster random sampling method. Afterwards Experimental 
class was instructed via PWIM and controlled group was taught through GTM. Test/ Retest and 
questionnaire were used as data collecting instruments and the data were statistically studied using 
SPSS. Based on the result of posttest and views of teachers stated through questionnaire, it can be 
established that there is constructive role of PWIM for improving Reading Comprehension of EFL 
primary level learners in Pakistani context and PWIM is more advantageous for Reading 
Comprehension as compared to GTM. The researcher gathered data from 120 pupils belonging to 
three Government schools of Pind Dadan Khan and took opinion of 76 EFL primary level teachers.  
Both Experimental and controlled classes were taught for three weeks due to shortage of time. This 
study is pioneer to investigate the impacts of PWIM on Reading Comprehension of Primary school 
EFL students in Pakistan. This research would guide the educators about the implementation of 
PWIM. It would be beneficial for pupils to learn main skills of English language successfully. Their 
innovative and imaginative capabilities would be reinforced. Moreover, it would offer advice to 
policy makers and curriculum designers for effective syllabus design in accordance with individual 
and future requirements of the pupils. 
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Code-switching is a well-recognized process in the communities where people have the prospect of 
using two or more languages simultaneously for communication. Studies have shown that being able 
to speak multiple languages; one can convey meanings in a better and effective way (Butler & Hakuta, 
2004). Nowadays code-switching is a very common phenomenon in English classrooms at elementary 
level in schools (Akram & Yasmeen, 2011). Therefore, the purpose of current study is to examine the 
students’ perceptions towards code-switching in English classrooms. It also highlights which 
language is favored by students in different classroom situations. 100 students from Divisional Public 
School Lahore learning English with different proficient levels from grade 6 and 7 participated in the 
study. A close ended questionnaire was used as a research tool. The results showed that when it came 
to the students, they favored a combination of English and Urdu in situations like grammar 
descriptions and test guidelines whereas in one-to-one situations and evaluation discussions they 
favored Urdu. In addition, most of the students (86%) favored their English teachers to make them 
speak more English.  
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Researchers across the world are examining the educational value and effectiveness of integrating the 
latest electronic gadgets with teaching-learning activities. In spite of the availability of latest 
electronic gadgets like iPods, tablets, and Microsoft team, Zoom, Adobe connect, Laptops. 
Researchers are more interested in the educational value of the electronic gadgets for the teaching-
learning of English. In a technologically developing country like Pakistan, the third and fourth 
generation (3G, 4G) especially mobile devices are available at affordable prices. Moreover, it has 
become a common trend among undergraduates to use a mobile phone for learning perspective.  

The present study examines the impact of technology on English language learners’. A field study 
was conducted on fifty (50) undergraduate male students majoring in English language and literature 
at Punjab University, UET, Lahore Campus. Mix method is used in this research. The methodology 
of data collection included a self-report for students and a teacher questionnaire. Findings of the study 
revealed that technology facilitates the learners to memorize the new words and its text through 
networking learning environment for introducing innovative methods and resourceful materials to the 
English learners.   
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In this paper we will present, as case studies, our project to develop an online teaching course in 
Torwali, Mujahid’s language, a Dardic language of Swat, North Pakistan and our extension of this 
project to support an Australian Indigenous language learning project for Ngarigu, Troy’s language, 
a Pama Nyungan language of south eastern Australia. The Torwali project began as a collaboration 
between both authors to take the book ‘Torwali: Urdu-English Daily Usage Conversation' written by 
Mujahid and published in 2015 by IBT, Bahrain, and develop some short video clips to provide audio 
visual support materials for learners. This project will provide the first online audio-visual guide for 
beginner learners of Torwali and it is planned as a resource to also support Torwali high school 
students in their acquisition of English. The challenge has been to create an accessible resource on a 
durable web platform that can be developed into an ongoing platform that can potentially be co-
created with users.   

Torwali is a strong language with up to an estimated 180,000 active speakers situated in the traditional 
homeland of its community in the Swat and Chail Valleys. Ngarigu is a language that has been 
severely impacted upon by the British invasion of Australia and incursions by foreigners into the 
traditional lands of its peoples since about 1820. It is now a language being renewed as a language of 
everyday communication by its community. Troy is supporting her community by using online social 
media engagement and face to face sharing to develop her Country-people’s knowledge and use of 
their language. As part of this increased language use Mujahid has assisted Troy with developing 
short videos about Ngarigu language, Country and cultural practises.   
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 Urdu and English are widely used for spoken and written communication in Pakistan. In education; 
however, a linguistic divide is evident in two strands of education system referred as English and 
Urdu medium. This disparity in educational system has badly affected students, society and national 
identity. Language in education policy is like a lifeblood for any nation and requires an ethnographic 
and empirical research for a productive and practically workable plan. The present study is qualitative 
and exploratory in nature. The phenomenon of English Urdu divide in education system and the 
medium of instruction in linguistically plural society is approached from teachers’ perspective for a 
pragmatic analysis through lived experience of people. Area of the study is district Khushab because 
in the central and southern Punjab education phenomenon is deplorable. By using convenient 
sampling technique, 8 teachers from Govt. Colleges of District Khushab, Pakistan has been selected. 
Data is collected through open ended interview. Even at college level, students don’t have required 
proficiency in English. The study has been carried out to explore the effects of English as a medium 
of instruction on the comprehension of students at college level in government colleges. Moreover, 
to explore the role of L1 in learning process, the effects of English Urdu medium divide on 
performance of students and consequently on social class division. The results proved that linguistic 
difference in communicative settings and class room environment badly affects comprehension of 
students. L1 is necessary for concept clarity. The study also highlighted that a uniform system of 
education with additive type of language in education policy is the dire need of linguistically complex 
society. Only a policy based upon ground realities and pluralistic context of the society can be 
productive.  

Keywords: Linguistic plurality, Communicative practices, Cognitive processing, Counterproductive, 
Additive policy 
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In today’s world, there are debates on promoting Emotional Intelligence (EI) by using communicative 
activities and these strategies are helpful in building self-confidence, self-awareness and fluency in 
speech in students (Jorfi, Fauzy, Yaccob, & Nor, 2014). The aim of the study was to investigate the 
effectiveness of communicative activities to promote emotional intelligence (EI) in English as second 
language learners. In public sector schools, students are being taught through conventional approach 
(Khan, 2007). That’s why students are unable to find a way to promote their self-intelligence. The 
study employed a quantitative research method. There were two homogenous groups, control group 
and experimental group, from a public sector school. The sample consisted of 30 students for control 
group and 30 students from experimental group studying at secondary level selected using the 
purposive sampling technique. Quantitative data was collected by using pre-test and post-test. The 
results after treatment showed that communicative activities were helpful in enhancing emotional 
intelligence. The study recommends that communicative activities for the primary level be conducted 
in such a way that they incorporate in promoting Emotional Intelligence.  
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The study focuses on how the transcripts of oral communication aid the process of L2 Learning. It 
explicates learners’ cognitive and learning abilities while they transcribe their own oral tasks. The 
objective of the study is accomplished through the analysis of the text in terms of its unity and the 
logical sequence, that is, cohesion and coherence by using Swain’s (1995) Output Hypothesis and 
Krashen’s Monitor hypothesis (1982). The analytical technique will be text analysis (Gass, 2012) 
rather than content analysis, as the paper will be considering the Cognitive Process (creative thinking) 
of the participants rather than their diction. Furthermore, self-corrections or self-repairs are taken as 
a measure of accuracy. The selection of participants is done through focal participation and purposive 
sampling (Duff, 2006). A sample of 15 participants was presented with various pictures out of which 
they had to select one; they were asked to compose a spontaneous story verbally out of the pictures. 
Their stories were audio-recorded which they were to transcribe later. The final stage, the core of the 
research, was the Think Aloud: the subjects were asked to speak their thoughts aloud while revising 
the stories. They were to identify their errors as well, and to talk about them in their Verbal Protocol. 
Their texts were then coded by the researchers. The errors which had gone unnoticed by the 
participants were identified by the researchers. Findings suggest that participants were able to identify 
and rectify their errors in the revision task. The recurring error in most of the stories was of repetition 
of certain syntax patterns, informal or colloquial start, pause fillers and linguistic crutches. Hence, 
self-correction task helped L2 learners monitor their learning and second language teachers can use 
the same strategy to improve the writings of L2 learners.  
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Though in all government schools of Punjab, since 2015, learning and teaching of English in grade 3 
has been carried out through the directions of LDP is embedded in Literacy and Numeracy Drive 
programme (GOP, 2020); only 16 percent of grade 3 students could read grade 2 level sentences 
(ASER-PAKISTAN 2019, 2020). Therefore the present study explored the understanding of teachers 
in terms of relationship between teachers’ perception of LDP and its implementational effectiveness. 
The study was quantitative in nature and the locale of the research was Lahore city. The population 
of this study comprised of teachers teaching English to grade 3 in all state sponsored schools of 
Lahore. A stratified random sample of 30 male and 30 female teachers was collected from 60 primary 
schools of tehsil Cantt, district Lahore. The researcher investigated the perception and understanding 
of teachers by administering a survey questionnaire which consisted of open and close ended 
questions. The data was analyzed through SPSS 21 to obtain the frequency and percentage of the 
responses. The relationship between the perception of teachers regarding LDP and its 
implementational effectiveness was investigated through Pearson's Correlation Coefficient. The 
findings suggest that there is a strong relationship between understanding of teachers of LDP and its 
implementational effectiveness. There are ambiguities at policy enactment level due to the lack of 
awareness of teachers which hinders effective learning and teaching of English through LDP. The 
study implicates that the teachers teaching English to grade 3 may be provided with the training for 
effective implementation of LDP focusing teachers’ understanding of the policy features, use of 
instructional material specified for teaching of English and assessment and pedagogy through PC-
tablet. 
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One of the most salient skills of language is writing skill that characterizes language through signs 
and symbols. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of Journal writing to 
improve the writing skills of English language learners and to look into the generation of writing 
motivation through personal growth of English language learners with the help of journal writing. In 
Pakistani context, writing in English language is always a challenging task for a number of students 
because English is their second language. They do not feel comfortable in doing any task of writing 
in English language. The aim of this study was to determine if the learners can overcome the writing 
difficulties by engaging themselves in the activity of Journal writing. The quantitative research 
method was adopted for this research study because it enables the researcher to get the facts. It was 
an experimental study as 20 students of intermediate level (1st year) were taken as the participants of 
the study from the same writing class. The participants were selected through simple random 
sampling. The whole population was divided into two groups; one was termed as control group (CG) 
and the other was termed as experimental group (EG). Each groups consisted of 10 participants’ i.e. 
5 male and 5 female students. Pretest, Posttest and questionnaire were used as the instruments of the 
study. Thus, the results of the study suggest that the activity of Journal writing is productive and 
comprehensive as it enables the learners to produce text by putting their ideas on paper in English 
language fluently and accurately. It also stimulates the motivation level of the learners. Due to the 
more exposure of the experimental group to English language by frequent journal writing, thus 
resulting in enhancing the writing skills of the learners. They were also motivated to write freely in 
English language.  
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The academic written text often poses difficulties for Pakistani English Language Learners (PELLs) 
on account of their unawareness of its subtle differences from everyday spoken language (Liardet, 
2015). One of the significant differences between them is the use of the Experiential Grammatical 
Metaphor (EGM) or nominal group (NG) in academic writing. It generates lexically dense, 
authoritative, and cause and effect networks in the texts. Therefore, the current research presents the 
systematic analysis of EGMs in Pakistani university learners’ argumentative essays. The 
methodological framework of EGMs premised upon Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and 
devised by Liardet (2016) was applied to ten argumentative essays. For this purpose, the data of ten 
Pakistani argumentative essays on the topic “Are women better parent than men?” was collected from 
the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE). The total words of essays are 6468, and the 
average words in each essay are 647. The results reveal that, out of 381 EGMs present in essays, the 
PELLs, utilized 77 % elaborated nominal groups required for the lexically condensed writing and 
23% non-elaborated NPs, which increase the grammatical intricacy and reduce the lexical density. 
Secondly, the 99% NPS could not create anaphoric construal networks employed for the chains of 
reasoning among the clauses. Third, the use of cause and effect networks between NGs in each clause 
is 0% in ten essays. Hence it can be deduced that PELLs are unfamiliar with EGMs realization in the 
essays for the development of persuasive arguments in essays. This particular deficiency results in 
the incoherent argumentative writings of PELLs. The outcomes of this work are likely to be useful in 
raising the understanding of PELLs to construct a cause-effect relationship with efficient use of EGM 
for construal of efficient academic argumentative writings. 

Keywords: Systemic Functional Linguistics, Argumentative essay writing, Grammatical Metaphor, 
Elaborated Nominal Group, Anaphoric Reconstrual, Cause, and Effect Metaphorical Network 
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Social networks play a vital role in individual attainment, including processes such as second 
language acquisition. While the importance of learners’ social network configuration has been 
recognised by a number of researchers, and some studies have attempted to recreate students’ social 
graphs, so far few have operationalized the interactions in a quantifiable manner that would allow 
measuring the degree of the influence of students’ interactions on their L2 progress. 

We demonstrate how the computational and anthropological tools of Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
in a mixed-method study design can contribute to the understanding of the influence of peer 
interaction dynamics and social graph topology on measurable outcomes among immersion/SA 
sojourners. One study was carried out among Erasmus exchange students in Germany (n=40), another 
among two cohorts of participants in an intensive summer course of language and culture in Poland 
(n1=181; n2=210). Unlike in most of the existing research that only tends to identify ego networks 
(when a respondent is asked about her/his contacts, but not the other way round), we focus on the full 
network approach, because such networks of interactions of individuals over time allow to better 
apprehend processes such as SLA. Established metrics were used such as node degree, closeness, 
betweenness and other centrality measures as well as local clustering coefficients, using 
generalisations of these metrics to weighted graphs. Additionally, we used community detection 
algorithms and stochastic blockmodeling. These quantitative tools were supported by questionnaires 
and interviews with the students and their language teachers.    

In the German course, we find among others i) that the best predictor of progress is reciprocal 
interactions between students in the TL, ii) that outgoing interactions in the TL are a stronger predictor 
than incoming interactions, iii) a negative relationship between performance and interactions with 
same-L1 speakers (routgoing= -0.31, CI [-0.63, 0.00], p=.048; rincoming= -0.38, CI [-0.68, -0.08], 
p=.15) and iv) more intense interactions taking place across proficiency groups. 

In the Polish course, participants’ patterns of social embeddedness in TL communication are 
significantly moderated by their i) individual entry TL competence (positively) and ii) psycho-
situational portrait, while iii) negatively by competence in lingua-franca English. iv) The influence 
of the network is strongest in the domains of pronunciation and lexis, where degree centrality in TL 
positively correlates with progress (routdegree=0.258, p=.001 for pronunciation; routdegree=0.304, 
p=.0002 and rindegree=0.263, p=.001 for vocabulary), while betweenness in total communication is 
significantly anticorrelated (r=-0.242, p=.003 and r=-0.204, p=.01, respectively). v) This mirrors the 
influence direction—on global TL progress—of closeness centrality. Combined with the detrimental 
impact on language acquisition of a high in-degree, this suggests that for language acquisition, the 
structural properties of the network matter more than processes such as information flow. 
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The idea of the post human is recent one in the field of pedagogy. The Post humanist theory of 
pedagogy if implemented in true sense is suitable in the time of social crisis. In such situation much 
is relied on machines and the role of human is minimized. Recently, during the current situation of 
COVID-19, the human interaction has been restricted. In the light of social distancing, pedagogy had 
to undergo the phenomenon of post humanism. Post human phenomenon has created the distressed 
situation for English language Teaching. The present research is aimed to measure the traumatic 
impact of online teaching on university students. The students’ responses were measured through 
questionnaire. The major theoretical insights have been taken from Bayley (2018) Post Human 
Pedagogies in Practice: Arts Based Approaches for Developing Participatory Futures. It has been 
found that student had to undergo the distressful experience due to lack of technological knowledge 
and insufficient resources. In the light of the analyzed data, it is suggested that pedagogues should 
train their students in a post humanist perspective of learning. There is the dire need of the 
development and implementation of the Post humanist pedagogical practices so that our students may 
not feel traumatized in future as they have faced during the phenomenon of COVID-19. 

Keywords: Online Teaching, COVID-19, Trauma, English Language Teaching, The Post Humanist 
Paradigm 
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This study attempts to investigate the efficiency of Jigsaw technique for reading comprehension and 
writing skills of EFL college students in Pakistan. Jigsaw technique was applied at degree level on 
60 EFL female students of Lahore who were randomly divided into an experimental group and 
controlled group consisting of 30 students each to take part in the present study. Jigsaw strategy was 
used on Experimental group for completing the reading comprehension and essay writing tasks for 
over a period of two weeks. Test and interviews were further used as data collection tools. The mixed 
method research design was used to examine the efficacy of jigsaw intervention. The findings of the 
study were statistically analyzed by using ANOVA and Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests. Semi 
structured interviews were conducted to seek opinions of the students. Tests findings show that 
statistically significant difference exists in the scores of post- test of the controlled and experimental 
group. Analysis of interviews also reveals that students consider jigsaw strategy as convenient 
learning technique which is more effective and helpful for their English reading comprehension and 
writing skills. They further stated that jigsaw technique helped them to improve their vocabulary, 
pronunciation etc. and they could share their ideas with one another which increased their knowledge. 
Hence, jigsaw technique is beneficial for both the teachers and students for upgrading their reading 
comprehension and writing skills.    

Keywords: Jigsaw Technique, Reading Comprehension, Writing Skill  
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Nowadays academic writings have become unintelligible due to a variety of errors including spelling 
mistakes, using short forms, capitalization errors, and lack of punctuation marks. Punctuation marks 
play a vital role in academic writings because wrong placement or misuse of punctuation marks 
changes the meaning of a sentence. Students misuse punctuation marks or at times skip them while 
writing academically. The problem investigated in this research is the impact of wrong punctuation 
marks and errors committed as a result. These punctuation errors need to be fixed because it may 
negatively affect students’ academic writing and as a result, they face a deduction of marks in exams 
and assessments. The current study examined what are the common punctuation mistakes made by 
BS level students while writing academically. The study also analyzed frequently overlapping 
punctuation marks in their academic writing. The sample selected for this study was thirty students 
of BS level. This research followed an amalgamation of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. 
Tools used for the collection of data was questionnaire and worksheet. Error analysis by Gass and 
Selinker (2008), has been contextualized in this study that includes identification of errors, 
classification of errors, and quantification of errors. At first, the errors are identified from the text 
produced by the students then afterward errors are classified into different categories: omission, 
addition, misinformation, and misordering. The findings observed that omission and misordering 
were the most common punctuation mistakes made by the students. Moreover, the analysis showed 
that students frequently overlap semicolon with the colon. The majority of students were well aware 
that they have a weak grip on punctuation marks which negatively affect their academic writing.  
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Command over English as a second or foreign language requires a strong foundation. Grip in any 
non-native language like English comes with proper guidance, motivation, and enough practice. It 
was needed because of the large failure of students in English at public college in Faisalabad, 
Pakistan. The research was carried in by two public colleges. The Questionnaire was developed by 
the researcher. The data is collected by fifty students from two colleges the simple percentage method 
is used for data analysis. The research aimed to find out the main causes of failure at the intermediate 
level in Faisalabad. The study revealed that lack of proficiency in English language learning among 
students due to the following nine factors.  Untrained teacher; Inadequate supply of helping material; 
Lack of activity-based learning system; Lack of computer-assisted language learning in the 
classroom; Financial issues; Overpopulation in the classroom; Laziness of teacher; Lack of 
appropriate teaching methodology; Lack creative learning. All these factors are major causes of 
failure of students at the college level. The result of the research revealed that all factors which have 
been mentioned by the researcher above. The researcher has mentioned some suggestions for teachers 
and learners to improve English learning and teaching to improve the annual result of classes at an 
intermediate level.   

Keywords: English language learner, causes of failure, public colleges, teacher deficiencies, 
inappropriate method of teaching.  
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This presentation aims to present some useful strategies to handle disruptive behaviors in large ELT 
classroom particularly at secondary level. The main agenda of the presentation will be on the 
techniques that can be used in classroom to handle unwanted behaviors in such classroom setting. It 
will also make the participants familiar with some ways out of unwanted behaviors of large class and 
probable causes (Hess, 2007). Teaching learning activity is more a matter of how we teach 
strategically and how is situation of our classroom.  
This presentation begins with a brief introduction of the participants followed by a short show of an 
ELT classroom at secondary level. In the second step, he presents a question; what are the possible 
causes of unwanted behaviors in Large ELT class at secondary level, and elicit ideas from them. After 
they share their thoughts and feelings, he gives some probable origins of students’ unwanted 
behaviors in large ELT classroom like antipathy to school, social dominance and isolation, anxiety, 
lack of self-esteem, inability to do assignments, peer pressure, unsettled home environment, and so 
on.  
The main objectives of my research were to explore how English teachers perceive teaching in large 
classes and how they address those large class associated hurdles. He will inquire the participants to 
see the video and notice some of the unwanted activities made by the students. Moreover, in the third 
stage, the participants will be presented a question, what are some crucial strategies to control 
unwanted activities in large ELT classroom where there are no more adequate resources in the 
classroom? This phase, he wants to know from the participants that they are using in their classrooms 
(Kuchah & Shamim, 2018). He conveys them a couple of minutes to list the strategies and then 
inquires each pair to share their list to the whole class. Then, he with the assistance of some instances, 
gives some crucial strategies or techniques like overlapping, accountability, smoothness, use of 
rewards and punishment, witness and other context appropriate strategies based on his experiences 
and study.  
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